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Abstract

Since World War I, M1 velocity has been, to a close approximation, the

permanent component of the short rate, so that the time-series relationship be-

tween the two series has been the same as that between consumption and GDP.

This logically implies that talking of ‘money demand instability’, or real money

balances as ‘being out of equilibrium’, makes no sense, as it is conceptually akin

to talking of ‘instability’ of the relationship between GDP and potential GDP.

A corollary is that disequilibria in the relationship between M1 velocity and

interest rates (i.e., the cointegration residual being different from zero) do not

signal future inflationary pressures: Rather, they signal future movements of

the short rate towards its stochastic trend.

A further implication is that, under monetary regimes which cause inflation

to be I(0), permanent fluctuations in M1 velocity uniquely reflect, to a close

approximation, permanent shifts in the natural rate of interest. Evidence from

the Euro area and several inflation-targeting countries is compatible with this

notion, with velocity fluctuations being systematically strongly correlated with

a Stock and Watson (1996, 1998) estimate of trend real GDP growth. I exploit

this insight to estimate the natural rate of interest for the United Kingdom and

Canada under inflation targeting: In either country, the natural rate has been

consistently declining since the early 1990s.
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‘There is an extraordinary empirical stability and regularity to such mag-

nitudes as income velocity that cannot but impress anyone who works

extensively with monetary data. This very stability and regularity contri-

buted to the downfall of the quantity theory, for it was overstated and

expressed in unduly simple form [...].’

–Milton Friedman (1956, p. 4)

1 Introduction

Since the early 1980s, it has been conventional wisdom among macroeconomists that

(I) money demand is unstable, and

(II) monetary aggregates contain no useful information for monetary policy.

In this paper I show both (I) and (II) to be incorrect. Specifically, I show that

(1) speaking of ‘instability of money demand’ makes no logical sense–at least, as

far as M1 is concerned–and

(2) M1 velocity contains crucial information about the natural rate of interest,

which becomes starkly apparent under monetary regimes which cause inflation to be

stationary, such as inflation-targeting regimes (see Benati (2008)).

My main result is that M1 velocity is, to a close approximation, the permanent

component of the short-term nominal rate, so that the time-series relationship be-

tween the two series is the same as that between consumption and GDP. In particular,

all of the results obtained by John Cochrane (1994) in his classic investigation of the

relationship between consumption and GNP, and dividends and stock prices, map,

one-for-one, to the bivariate system for M1 velocity and the short rate.

The logical implication is that talking of ‘money demand instability’, or real money

balances being ‘out of equilibrium’, makes no sense, as it is conceptually akin to

talking of ‘instability’ of the relationship between consumption and GDP, or potential

GDP and GDP. A corollary is that disequilibria in the relationship between M1

velocity and interest rates (i.e., the cointegration residual being different from zero)

do not signal future inflationary pressures: Rather, they signal future movements of

the short rate towards its stochastic trend. The parallel with Engel and West’s (2005)

results for exchange rates and fundamentals is immediate, and obvious: As they show,

the exchange rate, by swiftly incorporating all available information about (future)

fundamentals, can forecast their movements. Here the logic is very similar: Since

velocity is, to a close approximation, the permanent component of the short-term

rate, it contains information about the rate’s future movements towards equilibrium.

A further implication of these results is that, under monetary regimes which cause

inflation to be I(0), permanent fluctuations in M1 velocity uniquely reflect, to a close

approximation, permanent shifts in the natural rate of interest (which, conceptually

in line with Laubach and Williams (2003), throughout the entire paper I define as

the permanent component of the real interest rate). To put it differently, under these

regimes M1 velocity is essentially a function of the natural rate of interest, e.g.,
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 + (where the notation is obvious, and  is a ‘small’ noise component).

Evidence from West Germany and several inflation-targeting countries is compatible

with this notion, with velocity fluctuations being systematically strongly correlated

with a Stock and Watson (1996, 1998; henceforth, SW) time-varying parameters

median-unbiased (TVP-MUB) estimate of trend real GDP growth.

This means that, e.g.,

() the information contained in M1 velocity can be exploited in order to estimate

the natural rate; and

() a consistent decrease in M1 velocity under a monetary regime causing inflation

to be I(0)–such as the protracted fall in velocity which has been going on in several

inflation-targeting countries since the early 1990s–provides direct evidence of a fall in

the natural rate of interest. Once again, the parallel between these results, and those

reported by Cochrane (1994) for GNP and consumption, is immediate and obvious.

By disentangling permanent and transitory idiosyncratic shocks to their own income,

consumers are providing policymakers crucial, and otherwise unavailable information

about the permanent component of GDP. By the same token, agents are here disen-

tangling permanent and transitory interest rate shocks, thus providing policymakers

information about the permanent component of interest rates. I exploit this insight

to estimate the natural rate of interest for the United Kingdom and Canada under

inflation targeting: In either country, the natural rate has been consistently declining

since the early 1990s.

The paper is organized as follows. The next section provides a simple illustration of

this paper’s main findings and argument for the United Kingdom, for which evidence

is so stark that it can be seen essentially via the naked eye. Section 3 describes

the dataset, whereas Section 4 explores the unit root and cointegration properties

of the data. Section 5 explores how the bivariate cointegrated system featuring M1

velocity and the short rate adjust towards equilibrium, whereas Section 6 disentangles

permanent and transitory shocks to the system along the lines of Cochrane (1994).

Section 7 provides evidence for monetary regimes which cause inflation to be I(0).

Section 8 concludes.

2 A Simple Illustration

Although my main result is qualitatively the same for the vast majority of the coun-

tries I consider,1 for some of them it is especially stark, in the sense that it can be

seen essentially with the naked eye. This is the case, in particular, for the United

Kingdom over the post-World War II period. In this section I therefore illustrate the

main results of this paper by drawing on the post-WWII U.K. experience. In Sections

4 to 7 I will present the corresponding evidence for all other countries.

1The main exception is Japan.
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Figure 1a  Evidence for the United Kingdom, 1955Q1-2016Q4 
 



2.1 The time-series relationship between M1 velocity and

the short rate

The first panel of Figure 1 shows M1 velocity and the short rate for the post-WWII

U.K.. Visual impression clearly suggests the following three facts, which, as I will

discuss in Sections 4.1-4.2, are strongly confirmed by proper econometric techniques:

() M1 velocity and the short rate are both I(1);

() the two series are cointegrated; and, crucially,

() up to a linear transformation, M1 velocity is, essentially, the stochastic trend

of the short rate.

The implication is that when the cointegrated system is out of equilibrium, adjust-

ment takes place via movements in the short rate towards its stochastic trend–i.e.,

(rescaled) velocity–rather than via movements in velocity. To put it differently,

velocity is always approximately in equilibrium: It is rather the short rate which,

featuring a transitory component which closely co-moves with the transitory compo-

nent of GDP,2 is typically out of equilibrium.

The two panels in the second column of Figure 1 provide clear evidence on this,

by showing the bootstrapped distributions of the two series’ loading parameters on the

cointegration residual in the estimated VECM: Whereas the estimate of the loading

parameter for M1 velocity, at 0.002, is negligible, and is not significantly different from

zero, the corresponding estimate for the short rate, at -0.187, is strongly statistically

significant.3 In particular, the bootstrapped -values for testing the null hypothesis

that the two coefficients are equal to zero are equal to 0.166 and 0.007, respectively.4

These results are qualitatively the same as those obtained by Cochrane (1994): For

the VECM featuring consumption and GNP, his estimates of the loading parameters

on the two series reported in Table I were (-statistics in parentheses) -0.02 (-1.23)

and 0.08 (3.45), respectively, whereas for the VECM featuring dividends and stock

prices the corresponding figures from Table II were 0.038 (0.47) and 0.225 (2.11),

respectively.

2.2 Interpretation

A simple way of interpreting these results is the following. Assume that the nominal

short-term interest rate, , is equal to the sum of two orthogonal components, a

random walk, 
 , and a stationary AR(1) process, 


 :

 = 
 +

 (1)


 = 

−1 +  (2)

2Reflecting the central bank’s ‘leaning against the wind’ of the future inflationary/deflationary

pressures signalled by a positive/negative output gap.
3The econometric methodology, which is off-the-shelf, is the same used by Benati, Lucas, Nicolini,

and Weber (2017). Details are provided in Section 5.
4The -values are reported in Tables A.3 in the Appendix.
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−1 +  (3)

with 0 ≤   1, and  and  white noise. (Shortly, I will provide evidence that in the

United Kingdom the short rate is indeed not a pure unit root process, and it rather

features a sizeable transitory component. In Section 6 I will provide analogous evi-

dence for the other countries.) Then, consider the following two linear specifications

for money velocity, corresponding to what Benati, Lucas, Nicolini, and Weber (2017)

label as the ‘Selden-Latané’ money-demand specification, from Richard Selden (1956)

and Henry Allen Latané (1960).5:

 = +  +  (4)

 = + 
 +  (5)

(As I show in Appendix B, the Selden-Latané specification is a special case of the

‘money in the utility function’ framework pioneered byMiguel Sidrauski (1967, 1968).)

The key difference between (4) and (5) is that whereas in the former specification–

in line with standard money-demand literature–velocity (and therefore its inverse,

money balances as a fraction of GDP) depends on the nominal interest rate, in the

latter specification it depends on its permanent component. It can be trivially shown

that whereas (4) implies the following VECM representation for ∆ and ∆:∙
∆
∆
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In plain English, the ‘traditional’ specification6 (4) implies that the VECM’s adjust-

ment towards its long-run equilibrium takes place via movements in velocity, with

no reaction of the short rate to disequilibria. Specification (5), on the other hand,

5As discussed by Benati et al. (2017), the key reason for considering this long-forgotten speci-

fication is that for several low-inflation countries–first and foremost, the United States–the data

seem to quite clearly prefer it over the traditional log-log and semi-log ones. This evidence will be

discussed in Section 4 below.
6I label (4) as a traditional specification–in spite of the fact that Selden and Latané’s work had

been essentially forgotten for six decades–because, according to (4), velocity is a function of the

nominal rate, rather than of its permanent component.
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implies that–in line with the evidence in the second column of Figure 1–the ad-

justment takes place via movements in the short rate, with no reaction of velocity.

This feature is a direct consequence of the fact that, according to (5), velocity is (up

to a linear transformation) the stochastic trend of the short rate.

Expressions (6) and (7) provide a straightforward, and natural interpretation for

the evidence reported in the two panels in the second column of Figure 1: The dy-

namics of M1 velocity in the post-WWII U.K. is well described by (5), rather than by

the traditional specification (4), thus implying that velocity has been systematically

reacting to the permanent component of the short rate, rather than to the short rate

itself. As we will see, this has been a robust feature of macroeconomic fluctuations

in nearly all of the countries in my dataset–first and foremost, in the United States

and the United Kingdom since World War I.

2.3 Impulse-response functions and variance decompositions

Expression (5) implies that

() Assuming that  is small, shocks to the permanent component of the short

rate explain the bulk of the (forecast error) variance of velocity; and

() velocity only reacts to permanent shocks to the short rate, whereas it does

not react to transitory shocks.

The first two panels in the first row of Figure 1 provide evidence on (), whereas

the corresponding panels in the second row report evidence on (). The fractions

of forecast error variance (FEV) and the impulse-response functions (IRFs) have

been computed based on a cointegrated structural VAR (SVAR) for the two series

shown in Figure 1. Conceptually in line with one of the identification schemes used

by Cochrane (1994), the permanent shock driving the common trend in the system

has been identified as the only shock impacting upon the short rate–rather than

velocity–in the infinite long run. The bootstrapped confidence bands (the figure

reports the 16th, 84th, 5th, and 95th percentiles of the bootstrapped distributions

of the relevant objects) have been computed based on the procedure proposed by

Cavaliere et al. (2012; henceforth, CRT), which is briefly described in Section 4.2.7

Two features stand out:

First, in line with (5) and (7), the permanent shock to the short rate explains

nearly all of the FEV of velocity at all horizons, whereas it explains between about

25 and 30 per cent of the FEV of the short rate itself at horizons up to five years

ahead, and slightly more than 60 per cent ten years ahead. It is important to stress

that this result has been obtained in spite of the fact that the shock has been identified

as the one driving the permanent component of the short rate, rather than of velocity.

The parallel with consumption and GDP is obvious: In his Table I, Cochrane (1994)

7Specifically, within the present context the model which is being bootstrapped is the VECM

estimated conditional on one cointegration vector.
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reports that the permanent consumption shock explains 97 per cent of the variance

of consumption growth, and only 30 per cent of the variance of GNP growth.

Second,  does not react to transitory shocks an any horizon, whereas the response

of  is strongly statistically significant.

Both features stand in sharp contrast to the corresponding predictions of specifi-

cation (4), which implies that velocity is also driven by, and reacts to, the transitory

component of the short rate.

These results have several implications, which I discuss in turn.

2.4 Implications

2.4.1 What does a disequilibrium in the cointegrated system signal?

The money demand literature has routinely interpreted deviations from the long-run

equilibrium between the short rate and velocity (or money balances as a fraction

of GDP) as signalling possible future inflationary pressures. The implicit assumption

behind such interpretation is that the presence of a disequilibrium in the cointegrated

system implies that money balances are out of equilibrium. As they adjust towards

equilibrium, pent-up inflationary pressures are released, and inflation increases.

Although this interpretation is intuitively appealing, my results show that it is

incorrect (at least, for M1). The reason is that, as previously discussed, M1 velocity

(and therefore real M1 balances) are always approximately in equilibrium: It is rather

the short rate which is typically out of equilibrium. This implies that a disequilibrium

in the relationship between velocity and the short rate (i.e., the cointegration residual

being different from zero) does not signal future inflationary pressures: Rather, it

signals future movements of the short rate towards equilibrium.

2.4.2 Meaninglessness of the notion of ‘instability of money demand’

A second implication is the following. The fact that M1 velocity is (to a close ap-

proximation, and up to a linear transformation) the permanent component of the

short rate, logically implies that speaking of ‘money demand instability’, quite sim-

ply, makes no sense. Once again, the crucial point here is that velocity, and therefore

real money balances (expressed as a fraction of GDP), are always approximately in

equilibrium: It is rather the short rate which is typically out of equilibrium. The

easiest way to grasp this point is by recalling the parallelism with Cochrane’s (1994)

results for consumption and GNP. Surely, nobody would argue that the unit root

component of GNP (i.e., consumption) exhibits an ‘unstable relationship’ with GNP

itself, because such a statement would be manifestly non-sensical. The same logic

applies here: The fact that M1 velocity is the unit root component of the short rate

implies that speaking of instability of the relationship between velocity (or money
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balances) and the short rate equally makes no sense.8

In turn, this implies that the vast literature of the instability of money demand

which originated from the work of Stephen Goldfeld (1976) is equally logically in-

correct. To be sure, the relationship between the short rate and velocity (or money

balances) does indeed exhibit instability. The correct interpretation of such instabil-

ity, however, is not that money demand is unstable but rather that the short rate has

exhibited unstable fluctuations around its stochastic trend, or, to put it differently,

that the stochastic properties of the transitory component of the short rate have been

time-varying. This is in line with Marvin Goodfriend’s (1985, pp. 223-224) insight-

ful discussion of the (alleged) instability of money demand estimated equations first

pointed out by Goldfeld (1976) In his words,

‘[...] the upward forecast bias could be due to a shift in the income or

interest rate generating processes instead of a shift in true money demand.

[T]he interest rate generating process is highly influenced by monetary

policy. For example, monetary policy can affect the level of the inter-

est rate, interest rate autocorrelation, and the variance of interest rate

innovations [...]. Since these parameters, in turn, affect money demand

regression coefficients, these regression coefficients can be expected to de-

pend on the monetary policy being followed during the sample period over

which the regression is estimated. It follows that post-sample predictive

performance of a money demand regression could be adversely affected

if monetary policy alters the post-sample interest rate generating process

relative to the sample period.’

Another way of putting this is to say that the alleged instability of money demand

is nothing but a simple consequence of the Lucas critique, and of the high volatility

of the data-generating process for interest rates in the 1970s.

2.4.3 The informational content of M1 velocity for the natural rate of

interest

The fact that M1 velocity is, essentially, the permanent component of the short rate

has a third implication. Basic economic logic suggests that 
 should be driven by

() permanent inflation shocks (via the Fisher effect) and

() permanent shocks to the real rate, i.e., shocks to the natural rate of interest,

that is, 
 =  + , where 


 is the permanent component of inflation, and 




is the natural rate of interest. This implies that, under monetary regimes which cause

inflation to be I(0)–so that  =0–permanent shifts in M1 velocity should uniquely

reflect permanent fluctuations in the natural rate of interest, so that  = + +.

8Another way of making the same point is that speaking of instability of money demand is as

meaningful as stating that potential GDP exhibits an unstable relationship with GDP itself.
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The two panels in the third column of Figure 1 provide simple evidence on this for

the U.K. inflation-targeting regime.9 The upper panel shows GDP deflator inflation:

Visual evidence suggests that–in line with the evidence reported in Benati (2008)–

under inflation-targeting U.K. inflation has been very strongly mean-reverting. In

fact, as I discuss in Section 7, the null of a unit root is very strongly rejected, with

p-values from Elliot et al.’s (1996) tests equal to or close to zero. By the same token,

Hansen’s (1999) bias-corrected estimate of the sum of the autoregressive coefficients

in an AR() representation for inflation is equal to -0.32, with the 90 per cent-coverage

confidence interval equal to [-0.75; 0.10]. In plain English, under inflation-targeting

U.K. inflation has been essentially white noise, thus implying that shifts in M1 velocity

should have uniquely reflected fluctuations in the natural rate of interest. In turn, this

implies that the protracted fall in M1 velocity experienced by the United Kingdom

under inflation-targeting should have been driven by a corresponding decline in the

natural rate of interest.

The lower panel presents simple evidence compatible with this notion. As dis-

cussed by Laubach and Williams (2003, p. 1063), within a vast class of models (i.e.,

Solow’s growth model, and standard optimal growth models) the natural rate of in-

terest is a linear function of the economy’s trend growth rate. This implies that

we should see a strong correlation between velocity and the trend growth rate of

GDP in the United Kingdom under inflation-targeting. In Section 7 I estimate a

time-varying trend for real GDP growth for the United Kingdom and several other

countries based on SW’s (1996, 1998) TVP-MUB methodology. Here I report a much

simpler estimate–a linear time trend for GDP growth estimated via OLS–which is

however in line with the results produced by SW’s methodology (this can be seen by

comparing the linear trend in Figure 1 with the TVP-MUB trend in Figure 8). The

correlation between velocity and trend GDP growth, although not perfect, is very

strong, with the former falling from 1.28 in 1992Q4 to 0.60 in 2015Q4, and the latter

decreasing from about 2.3 to about 1.8 per cent over the same period. Although by

no means does this evidence represent a hard proof that my argument is correct, it

is, at the very least, compatible with such position. This implies that, in principle,

it should be possible to estimate the natural rate of interest by exploiting the infor-

mational content of M1 velocity. In Section 7.2 I will provide a simple illustration of

this for the United Kingdom and Canada under inflation-targeting.

2.5 The short-long spread and the cointegration residual be-

tween velocity and the short rate

The last panel in Figure 1 provides evidence on another remarkably robust stylized

fact which has held for all countries and periods in my dataset.10 The panel shows

9In the United Kingdom, inflation targeting was introduced in October 1992.
10To be precise: For all countries for which I could find data on a long-term nominal interest rate.

Evidence is reported in Figure 3, and it is discussed in Section 3.
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the cointegration residual between M1 velocity and the short rate, together with the

difference between the short rate and a long rate. A striking negative correlation

between the two series is readily apparent. Interestingly, the period following the

collapse of Lehman Brothers–which featured the most violent phase of the recent

financial crisis–does not exhibit any obvious difference with the rest of the sam-

ple. This suggest that such strong correlation originates from some deep, structural

feature of the economy, so that it is not thrown out of kilter even by the largest

macroeconomic shock since the Great Depression.

The simple model outlined previously points towards the following natural inter-

pretation for this stylized fact. Assume that the long-term nominal interest rate, ,

is equal to the permanent component of the short rate:

 = 
 (8)

This specification is designed to capture, in an extreme fashion, the robust stylized

facts that () short- and long-term rates are cointegrated, and () the long rate

consistently behaves as a low-frequency trend for the short rate,11 with (e.g.) its first-

difference systematically exhibiting a lower volatility than the first-difference of the

short rate.12 Equations (1) and (8) imply that the short-long spread is equal to the

transitory component of the short rate,  −  = 
 . In turn, (5) implies that the

cointegration residual between  and  is equal to [ − ] =  − 
 + , so

that

[ − ] = − [ − ] +  (9)

In plain English, the cointegration residual between velocity and the short rate is

perfectly negatively correlated with the short-long spread, as documented in Figure

1. On the other hand, under the ‘traditional’ specification (4) the cointegration

residual would be equal to [ − ] = + .

I now turn to discussing the dataset.

3 The Data

Appendix A describes the data and their sources in detail. All of the data are from

official sources, that is, either central banks or national statistical agencies. Almost

all of the annual data are from the dataset assembled by Benati et al. (2017),13 which

11This fact was especially apparent during the metallic standards era (i.e., before World War I),

when long-term rates typically exhibited a very small extent of low-frequency variation, and short-

term rates systematically fluctuated around long rates, following the ups and downs of the business

cycle.
12E.g., for the post-WWII U.K. the standard deviations of the first-differences of the short and

long rates used to compute the spread shown in Figure 1 have been equal to 0.906 and 0.567 per

cent.
13In several cases (South Africa, Taiwan, South Korea and Hong Kong, and Canada since 1967)

I was able to find quarterly data for the same sample periods analyzed by BLNW (2017).
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Figure 2a  The annual raw series 
 
 



 








 

Figure 2b  The quarterly raw series  
 
 



I have updated to the most recent available observation whenever possible (typically,

I have added either one or two years).

All of the series are standard, with the single exception that, for the United States,

I consider three of the alternative adjustments to the Federal Reserve’s standard M1

aggregate which had originally been suggested by Goldfeld and Sichel (1990, pp.

314-315) in order to restore the stability of the long-run demand for M1, which had

vanished around the mid-1980s. Specifically, I augment the standard M1 aggregate

with either Money Market Deposits Accounts (MMDAs), as in Lucas and Nicolini

(2015);14 Money Market Mutual Funds (MMDFs); or both MMDAs and MMFAs.

Benati et al. (2017) show that whereas–in line with, e.g., Friedman and Kuttner

(1992)–based on the standard aggregate there is no evidence of a stable long-run

demand for M1, evidence of cointegration between velocity and the short rate is very

strong based on Lucas and Nicolini’s (2015) aggregate. Benati et al. (2017), on the

other hand, do not analyze the other two aggregates I consider herein. Finally, for

reasons of robustness, for either of the three ‘expanded’ U.S. M1 aggregates I also

consider an alternative version, in which currency has been adjusted along the lines

of Judson (2017), in order to take into account of the fact that, since the early 1990s,

there has been a sizeable expansion in the fraction of U.S. currency held by foreigners.

So, in the end, for the United States I consider six alternative M1 aggregates. As I

discuss below, adjusting, or not adjusting for the fraction of U.S. currency held by

foreigners does not make a material difference to the results, which originates from

the fact that the currency component of M1 is ultimately quite small compared to

the deposits component. For reasons of space, in what follows I only report results

for the aggregate including MMDAs, and for the one including both MMDAs and

MMFAs. Results for the aggregate just including MMFAs are qualitatively the same,

and they are available upon request.

Appendix A discusses in detail a few countries in Benati et al.’s dataset which I

have chosen not to analyze herein because, e.g., the data exhibit puzzling features

(this is the case in particular for Italy and Norway). Further, in the present work I

have chosen not to analyze the high- and very high-inflation countries in Benati et

al.’s dataset, and to exclusively focus on low-to-medium inflation countries.15 This

choice is motivated by the following considerations. Although high-inflation coun-

tries’ extreme experiences are very useful for the purpose of identifying cointegration

between velocity and the short rate, their macroeconomic dynamics is typically af-

fected, to a non-negligible extent, by highly idiosyncratic shocks and events, which

can be expected to distort the subtler features (IRFs and variance decompositions)

investigated herein. Chile provides a stark illustration of this problem. Although Be-

14As discussed by Lucas and Nicolini (2015), the rationale for including MMDAs in M1 is that

they perform an economic function similar to the more traditional ‘checkable deposit’ component of

the Federal Reserve’s official M1 series.
15A very partial exception to this is Mexico, for which, for one year and a half at the very beginning

of the sample, inflation exceeded 100 per cent.
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Figure 3  The cointegration residual between M1 velocity and the short rate, and the short-long spread  
 
 
 



nati et al. (2017) detect cointegration between velocity and the short rate for Chile,

as they discuss in Section G.2.1 of the online appendix, the two series exhibit dra-

matic fluctuations, and a strong negative correlation, in the first half of the 1970s,

around the time of the economic and political turmoil which culminated with Augusto

Pinochet’s military coup d’etat of September 1973.16 The fact that, out of a sample

of 56 years (1940-1995), about a decade of data has thus been significantly distorted

suggests that the informational content of these data for features subtler than cointe-

gration is likely limited. By the same token, in both Argentina and Brazil, the sharp

disinflations of the 1990s have been followed by slow and belated falls in velocity,

likely reflecting, at least in part, the public’s gradual learning about the seriousness

of the government’s newfound committment to low inflation. Finally, although for

South Africa I have quarterly data starting in 1965Q1, I have decided to restrict

my analysis to the sample starting in 1985Q1, because the relationship between M1

velocity and the short rate during the previous two decades appears as manifestly

different just based on a simple visual inspection of the data.17

Figures 2 and 2 show the raw data for M1 velocity and the short-term nominal

interest rate. In line with the evidence for the United Kingdom, in several cases visual

evidence quite clearly suggests that velocity and the short rate are cointegrated, and

that the former is, essentially, the permanent component of the latter. This is the

case, e.g., for Canada, Australia, Taiwan, and South Korea based on quarterly data.

As we will see in the next three sections, econometric evidence does indeed confirm

such visual impression.

Figure 3 shows the cointegration residual between velocity and the short rate (i.e.,

between the series shown in Figures 2-2), together with the difference between the

short rate and a long-term nominal rate. Due to data limitations for the long rate,

evidence for Switzerland starts in 1960, rather than in 1914 as in Figure 2; and,

more generally, the figure only shows evidence for a few countries. In line with the

evidence for the United Kingdom in the last panel of Figure 1, in nearly all cases

the cointegration residual exhibits a strong, negative correlation with the short-long

spread. The single exception is South Korea since the beginning of the newmillennium

(on the other hand, the correlation had been strong over the previous period). It is

to be noticed, however, that the breakdown of the correlation for Korea over the

last 15-20 years has been due to the anomalous behaviour of the spread, which has

significantly increased compared to previous years, rather than to any obvious change

in the behaviour of the cointegration residual. This means that for the purpose of

this paper, whose focus is the relationship between velocity and the short rate, such

a breakdown is immaterial.

Interestingly, in the United States the correlation had been thrown temporarily

16See Figure 2 in BLNW’s (2017) online appendix.
17For the specific purpose of this paper, the results based on the full sample 1965Q1-2017Q1 are

qualitatively the same as those presented herein. The only difference is that the IRF of the short

rate to a permanent shock exhibits an implausible pattern. These results are available upon request.
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out of kilter by the introduction of MMDAs in 1982, but it reasserted itself in the

second half of the 1980s, and it has consistently held since then (see the fourth

panel in the second row). Further, in all cases18 the period following the collapse

of Lehman Brothers–which featured the most violent phase of the recent financial

crisis–does not exhibit any obvious difference with the rest of the sample. This

provides additional support to the conjecture (see Section 2.4) that such a strong

correlation reflects a deep structural feature of the economy. In particular, the fact

that such a relationship has been holding steady at least since World War I, in spite

of dramatic shifts in the monetary regime (the partial reintroduction, and then the

disintegration of the Gold Standard in the interwar period; the Bretton Woods regime

and its collapse; the introduction, in several instances, of inflation-targeting regimes in

the 1990s; and the adoption of quantitative easing (QE) policies during the financial

crisis) suggests that such a relationship might well be structural in the sense of the

Lucas (1976) critique.

4 Integration and Cointegration Properties of the

Data

4.1 Unit root tests

Tables A.1a and A.1b in the Appendix report bootstrapped p-values19 for Elliot,

Rothenberg, and Stock (1996) unit root tests for (the logarithms of) M1 velocity and

the short rate. All tests are with an intercept, but no time trend. In line with Benati

et al. (2017), for the short rate, , I also report results for ln(+1), in which the

simple series has been corrected along the lines of Alvarez and Lippi (2009), by adding

to it a 1 per cent cost of either losing cash, or having it stolen.20 In nearly all cases,

evidence of a unit root in either series is very strong, with the p-values being almost

uniformly greater than the 10 per cent significance level I take as the benchmark

throughout the entire paper, and often significantly so. For Switzerland a unit root

is rejected for ln(), but not for ln(+1). Because of the reason mentioned in

the previous footnote, in what follows the analysis for the ‘log-log’ specification will

be performed based on ln(+1), rather than ln(), and these results are therefore

18With the just-mentioned exception of Korea.
19-values have been computed by bootstrapping 10,000 times estimated ARIMA(,1,0) processes.

In all cases, the bootstrapped processes are of length equal to the series under investigation. As for

the lag order, , since, as it is well known, results from unit root tests may be sensitive to the specific

lag order which is being used, for reasons of robustness I consider two alternative lag orders based

on annual data (either 1 or 2), and four based on quarterly data (either 1, 2, 3, or 4).
20A key rationale for doing this is that this correction delivers a finite satiation level of real money

balances at  = 0.
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ultimately irrelevant.21 For Korea the alternative lag orders produce contrasting

evidence for velocity. In this cases I regard the null of a unit root as not having been

convincingly rejected, and in what follows I therefore proceed under the assumption

that the series is I(1). Finally, for Taiwan a unit root is rejected for velocity based

on either lag order. In the light of the evidence in Figure 2–in which velocity has

been consistently declining since 1961–I regard this result as a statistical fluke.22

Tables A.2a and A.2b in the Appendix report bootstrapped p-values for Elliot

et al. (1996) unit root tests for either the first differences, or the log-differences, of

velocity and the short rate. In all cases the null of a unit root is strongly rejected,

thus suggesting that the series’ order of integration is not greater than one.

4.2 Cointegration tests

Table 1 reports results from Johansen’s maximum eigenvalue tests23 between velocity

and the short rate based on either of three specifications considered by Benati et al.

(2017): () the Selden-Latané specification, in which both series enter the system in

levels, i.e.,  = [ ]
0; () the semi-log specification, with  = [ln() ]

0; and
() the log-log specification, with  = [ln() ln(+1)]

0. The cointegrated VECMs
feature no deterministic time trend (so, to be clear, the VECM estimator I use is

the one described in pages 643-645 of Hamilton (1994)), reflecting my judgement

that, for strictly conceptual reasons, neither series should be expected to exhibit a

deterministic trend.24

As in Benati et al. (2017), I bootstrap the tests via the procedure proposed by

CRT (2012). In a nutshell, CRT’s procedure is based on the notion of computing

critical and p-values by bootstrapping the model which is relevant under the null

hypothesis. This means that, within the present context, the model which is being

bootstrapped is a simple, non-cointegrated VAR in differences. All of the technical

21On the other hand, there is no point in implementing Alvarez and Lippi’s (2009) correction for

either the Selden-Latané or the semi-log specification, since in both cases the short rate enters in

levels.
22When performing a large number of statistical tests, such as it the case here, a certain number of

flukes should be expected. To be sure, the series I am analyzing here are not independent stochastic

processes generated (e.g.) in MATLAB, but the same logic should approximately apply.
23Results from the trace tests are in line with those from the maximum eigenvalue tests, and they

are available upon request.
24For the short rate, the rationale for not including a time trend is obvious: The notion that

nominal interest rates may follow an upward path (the possibility of a downward path is ruled out

by the zero lower bound), in which they grow over time, is manifestly absurd. For M1 velocity, on

the other hand, things are, at first sight, less obvious. The reason for not including a time trend

originates from the fact that what I am here focusing on is a demand for money for transaction

purposes (so this argument holds for M1, but it would not hold for broader aggregates). The resulting

natural assumption of unitary income elasticity logically implies that, if the demand for M1 is stable,

M1 velocity should inherit the stochastic properties of the opportunity cost of money. In turn, this

implies that the type of unit root tests we run for M1 velocity should be the same as those we run

for the nominal rate.
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details can be found in CRT, which the reader is referred to. I select the VAR lag

order as the maximum25 between the lag orders chosen by the Schwartz and the

Hannan-Quinn criteria26 for the VAR in levels.

Monte Carlo evidence on the performance of CRT’s procedure can be found in

CRT (2012), Benati (2015), and especially Benati et al. (2017). Either paper doc-

uments the excellent performance of the procedure conditional on Data-Generation

Processes (DGPs) featuring no cointegration, with the null incorrectly rejected at

close the nominal size irrespective of the sample length. Benati et al. (2017), how-

ever, also show that, if the DGP features cointegration, the tests have a harder and

harder time detecting it () the shorter the sample length, and () the more persis-

tent the cointegration residual. This is in line with some of the evidence reported by

Engle and Granger (1987) based on the Augmented Dickey-Fuller test, and it implies

that if cointegration is not detected, () and/or () are possible explanations.

4.2.1 Exploring the tests’ ability to detect cointegration via Monte Carlo

As I discuss in the next sub-section, in several cases Johansen’s tests fail to reject the

null of no cointegration. Assuming that cointegration truly is there in all samples–

which, e.g., appears as a reasonable conjecture based on the evidence shown in Figures

2 and 2–there are (at least) two possible interpretations of these results. First,

they might simply be due to the ‘luck of the draw’: Whatever the truth about the

underlying DGP is, no statistical test will ever get it right 100 per cent of the times.

Second, in line with Engle and Granger’s (1987) just-mentioned point, lack of rejection

might simply be the figment of a short sample length and/or a highly persistent

cointegration residual. In order to gauge an idea about how plausible this explanation

is, Table 2 reports evidence from the following Monte Carlo experiment. For all those

cases for which, in Table 1, Johansen’s tests do not reject the null at the 10 per cent

level, I estimate the VECM imposing one cointegration vector. Then, I stochastically

simulate the VECM 2,000 times, for random samples of length equal to the actual

sample length, and based on each simulated sample I perform the same trace and

maximum eigenvalue tests I have previously performed based on the actual data, once

again bootstrapping the -values as in CRT (2012). Table 2 reports the empirical

rejections frequencies (ERFs) at the 10 per cent level, i.e. the fractions of times, out

of the 2,000 Monte Carlo simulations, for which maximum eigenvalues tests27 reject

the null of no cointegration.

25We consider the maximum between the lag orders chosen by the SIC and HQ criteria because

the risk associated with selecting a lag order smaller than the true one (model mis-specification) is

more serious than the one resulting from choosing a lag order greater than the true one (over-fitting).
26On the other hand, we do not consider the Akaike Information Criterion since, as discussed

(e.g.) by Luetkepohl (1991), for systems featuring I(1) series the AIC is an inconsistent lag selection

criterion, in the sense of not choosing the correct lag order asymptotically.
27Results for the trace tests are near-numerically identical.
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Table 1 Bootstrapped p-values for Johansen’s maximum eigenvalue

tests for (log) M1 velocity and (the log of) a short-term rate

Money demand

specification:

Selden- Semi-

Country Period Latané log Log-log

I: Long-run annual data

United States

standard M1 + MMDAs 1915-2016 0.041 0.066 0.184

standard M1 + MMDAs + MMMFs 1915-2016 0.003 0.009 0.466

Adjusting for currency

held by foreigners:

standard M1 + MMDAs 1926-2016 0.067 0.130 0.150

standard M1 + MMDAs + MMMFs 1926-2016 0.151 0.027 0.580

United Kingdom 1922-2016 0.022 0.025 0.345

Switzerland 1914-2015 0.007 0.015 0.383

New Zealand 1934-2016 0.120 0.136 0.057

Canada 1935-2006 0.023 0.247 0.485

Japan 1955-2015 0.626 0.345 0.220

Australia 1941-1989 0.642 0.973 0.709

Belgium 1946-1990 0.361 0.016 0.010

Netherlands 1950-1992 0.349 0.286 0.401

Finland 1914-1985 0.622 0.659 0.839

II: Post-WWII quarterly data

United States

standard M1 + MMDAs 1959Q1-2016Q4 0.013 0.023 0.332

standard M1 + MMDAs + MMMFs 1959Q1-2016Q4 0.002 0.001 0.027

Adjusting for currency

held by foreigners:

standard M1 + MMDAs 1959Q1-2016Q4 0.097 0.058 0.331

standard M1 + MMDAs + MMMFs 1959Q1-2016Q4 0.002 0.002 0.030

United Kingdom 1955Q1-2016Q4 0.058 0.104 0.588

Canada 1967Q1-2016Q4 0.020 0.150 0.000

Australia 1975Q1-2016Q3 0.078 0.089 0.512

Taiwan 1961Q3-2016Q4 0.001 0.240 0.293

South Korea 1964Q1-2017Q1 0.000 0.388 0.229

South Africa 1985Q1-2017Q1 0.382 0.378 0.419

Hong Kong 1985Q1-2017Q1 0.209 0.084 0.036

Mexico 1985Q4-2017Q1 0.051 0.041 0.444
 Based on 10,000 bootstrap replications.  Null of 0 versus 1 cointegration vectors.
 Results from Benati et al. (2017).
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4.2.2 Evidence

The evidence in Table 1 is in line with that reported by Benati et al. (2017) in their

investigation of the long-run demand for M1 since the mid-XIX century.

Starting from the Selden-Latané specification–which, according to Benati et al.’s

(2017) findings, appears to be the one preferred by the data in the case of low-to-

medium-inflation countries such as those analyzed herein–evidence of cointegration

is uniformly strong based on quarterly data. For the two countries for which coin-

tegration is not detected at the 10 per cent level, evidence from the ERFs in Table

2 is mixed. The ERF for South Africa shows that if cointegration truly were there,

Johansen’s tests would have a slightly less than even chance of detecting it. The one

for Hong Kong, on the other hand, suggests that there is less that one chance out

of five that the lack of rejection in Table 1 might be due to the problem discussed

by Engle and Granger (1987). Based on annual data, cointegration is detected for

the United Kingdom, Switzerland, and Canada, and for the United States in all in-

stances except based on the aggregate also including MMFAs, and adjusted for the

share of currency held by foreigners. In most of the cases in which cointegration is

not detected, however, the ERFs are quite low, or very low. For Japan, Australia, the

Netherlands, and Finland they range between 0.168 and 0.463, thus pointing towards

a small chance of detecting cointegration if it truly were in the data. For the remain-

ing three cases, the ERFs range between about two-thirds and three-fourths, thus

pointing towards a higher chance. In order to better interpret the results in Tables

1 and 2, it is useful to get back to the raw data shown in Figures 2-2. Consider

for example Australia and Belgium: In both cases, visual evidence clearly suggests

that the two series share a common trend. Combined with the ERFs reported in

Table 2–equal to 0.168 and 0.699, respectively–this suggests that cointegration is

highly likely in the case of Australia, and still pretty much likely for Belgium. A

similar argument holds for Finland, Japan, and the Netherlands, although the visual

evidence is weaker. As for the single case for which cointegration is not detected for

the United States, visual evidence (not reported) is as strong as that shown for the

other aggregate in Figure 2. Combined with an ERF equal to 0.725, this suggests

that there is a good chance that cointegration is indeed there.

In line with Benati et al. (2017), the evidence of cointegration in Table 1 is some-

how weaker based on the semi-log specification, and it is uniformly very weak based

on the log-log. It is to be noticed, however, that for either specification the ERFs

in Table 2 are, in the vast majority of cases, either low or very low, so that, strictly

speaking, most of these results are still compatible with the presence of cointegration.

Based on these results, in what follows I will therefore mostly focus on the Selden-

Latané specification and, to a lesser extent, on the semi-log one, and I will instead

eschew the log-log. Further, I will work under the assumption that, based on either

specification, cointegration is there in all samples. The rationale for this is that, even

in those cases in which cointegration is not detected, the evidence in Table 2 is most

of the times, compatible with the presence of cointegration.
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Table 2 Monte Carlo-based empirical rejection frequencies for the

bootstrapped maximum eigenvalue tests for (log) M1 velocity and

(the log of) a short-term rate, under the null of cointegration, based

on annual data

Selden- Semi-

Country Period Latané log Log-log

I: Long-run annual data

United States

standard M1 + MMDAs 1915-2016 — — 0.628

standard M1 + MMDAs + MMMFs 1915-2016 — — 0.430

Adjusting for currency

held by foreigners:

standard M1 + MMDAs 1926-2016 — 0.734 0.723

standard M1 + MMDAs + MMMFs 1926-2016 0.725 — 0.270

United Kingdom 1922-2016 — — 0.383

Switzerland 1914-2015 — — 0.700

New Zealand 1934-2016 0.685 0.690 —

Canada 1935-2006 — 0.846 0.621

Japan 1955-2015 0.363 0.596 0.605

Australia 1941-1989 0.168 0.079 0.200

Belgium 1946-1990 0.699 0.635 0.744

Netherlands 1950-1992 0.463 0.427 0.324

Finland 1914-1985 0.231 0.218 0.209

II: Post-WWII quarterly data

United States

standard M1 + MMDAs 1959Q1-2016Q4 — — 0.544

standard M1 + MMDAs + MMMFs 1959Q1-2016Q4 — — —

Adjusting for currency

held by foreigners:

standard M1 + MMDAs 1959Q1-2016Q4 — — 0.553

standard M1 + MMDAs + MMMFs 1959Q1-2016Q4 — — —

United Kingdom 1955Q1-2016Q4 — 0.576 0.232

Canada 1967Q1-2016Q4 — 0.773 —

Australia 1975Q1-2016Q3 — — 0.382

Taiwan 1961Q3-2016Q4 — 0.993 0.755

South Korea 1964Q1-2017Q1 — 0.701 0.624

South Africa 1985Q1-2017Q1 0.494 0.494 0.299

Mexico 1985Q4-2017Q1 — — 0.428

Hong Kong 1985Q1-2017Q1 0.820 — —
 Based on 10,000 bootstrap replications.  Null of 0 versus 1 cointegration vectors.



I next turn to the issue of stability of the cointegration relationship.

4.3 Testing for stability in the cointegration relationship

Tables A.4 and A.4 in the Appendix report results from Hansen and Johansen’s

(1999) Nyblom-type tests for stability in either the cointegration vector, or the vector

of loading coefficients, in the estimated VECMs. The -values reported in the two ta-

bles have been computed by bootstrapping, as in CRT (2012), the VECMs estimated

conditional on one cointegration vector and no break of any kind, and then perform-

ing Hansen and Johansen’s (1999) tests on the bootstrapped series. Before delving

into the results, however, it is worth briefly discussing evidence on the performance

of the tests.

4.3.1 Monte Carlo evidence on the performance of the tests

Table A.3 in the Appendix reports Monte Carlo evidence on the performance of the

two tests conditional on bivariate cointegrated DGPs, for alternative sample lengths,

and alternative extents of persistence of the cointegration residual, which is modelled

as an AR(1). The table also reports results for a third test discussed by Hansen

and Johansen (1999), the ‘fluctuation test’, which is essentially a joint test for time-

variation in the cointegration vector and the loadings. The main results in the table

can be summarized as follows:

() the two Nyblom-type tests exhibit an overall reasonable performance, incor-

rectly rejecting the null of no time-variation, most of the time, at roughly the nominal

size. Crucially, this is the case irrespective of the sample length, and of the persistence

of the cointegration residual.

() The fluctuation test, on the other hand, exhibits a good performance (irre-

spective of the sample length) only if the persistence of the cointegration residual is

low. The higher the persistence of the residual, however, the worse the performance,

so that, e.g., when the AR root of the residual is equal to 0.95, for a sample length

 = 50, the test rejects at twice the nominal size. The crucial point here is that,

as extensively documented by Benati et al. (2017) high persistence of the cointe-

gration residual is the empirically relevant case, as far as long-run money demand is

concerned. Because of this, Tables A.4 and A.4 only report results from the two

Nyblom-type tests.

4.3.2 Evidence

The key finding in the two tables is that evidence of breaks in either the cointegration

vector, or the loading coefficients, is weak to non-existent. Specifically, focusing on

the Selden-Latané specification (evidence for the semi-log is near-identical), I detect

a break in the cointegration vector only for Mexico and Japan, and a break in the
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vector of loading coefficients only for New Zealand (1934-2016) and Canada (1967Q1-

2016Q4). In all other cases, no break is detected.28

In the next three sections I discuss the empirical evidence, starting from the issue

of how the system adjusts towards its long-run equilibrium.

5 How Does the Cointegrated System Adjust To-

wards Equilibrium?

The evidence in the second column of Figure 2 showed that, in the post-WWII U.K.,

velocity’s loading coefficient on the cointegration residual has been close to zero,

and statistically insignificant, thus implying that the system’s adjustment towards

equilibrium has taken place via movements in the short rate, rather than movements

in velocity. This evidence is powerful because it is reduced-form, and it therefore does

not hinge on imposing any identifying restriction upon the data.

Tables A.6, and A.7-A.7 in the Appendix show evidence for the remaining coun-

tries in the dataset. Table A.6 reports bootstrapped -values for testing the null

hypothesis that the loading coefficients on the cointegration residual in the VECM

are equal to zero. Tables A.7-A.7 report, based on the Selden-Latané specifica-

tion, the estimated loading coefficients on the cointegration residual, with 90 per cent

bootstrapped confidence intervals.

Overall, evidence is mixed, and it does not point towards a robust, clear-cut pat-

tern across countries and sample periods. Based on the Selden-Latané specification,

in particular, the previously discussed pattern for the United Kingdom also holds

for New Zealand, the Netherlands, Korea, South Africa, and, in one case, for the

United States. It is clear, however, that this pattern is not a general one, and that

reduced-form evidence does not robustly suggest that the system’s adjustment to-

wards equilibrium consistently takes place via movements in the short rate, with no

reaction of velocity to disequilibria.

These results, however, reflect the limitations of reduced-form evidence, which can

only take you that far. As I show in the next section, a permanent-transitory decom-

position along the lines of Cochrane (1994) produces in most instances a consistent

pattern. The key point here is that velocity’s loading coefficient in the VECM being

equal to zero is not a necessary condition for velocity to be, to a close approximation,

the permanent component of the short rate.

28When a break is detected, I also estimate the break date as in (e.g.) Andrews and Ploberger

(1994), as that particular date which maximizes the log-likelihood of the data, with the likelihood

being computed based on the VECM with the break. The results are reported in Table A.5 in the

Appendix, but they are not especially notable, and I will therefore not discuss them in any detail.
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Figure 4  Results from bivariate structural VECMs for M1 velocity and the short rate: Fractions  
             of forecast error variance explained by the permanent shock (based on quarterly data) 
 



 














Figure 5  Results from bivariate structural VECMs for M1 velocity and the short rate: 
             Impulse-response functions to the transitory shock (based on quarterly data) 
 
 
 



6 Evidence from a Permanent-Transitory Decom-

position

Figures 4 to 7 show, for all countries, results from the same bivariate structural VECM

I previously estimated for the United Kingdom in Section 2.3, in which permanent

shocks are identified as the only shocks impacting upon the short rate in the infinite

long run. Specifically, Figures 4 and 6 show, based on quarterly and annual data,

respectively, the fractions of FEV explained by the permanent shock, with the 16th,

84th, 5th, and95th percentiles of the bootstrapped distribution. Figures 5 and 7 show,

based on quarterly and annual data, respectively, the IRFs to the transitory shock,

together with the same percentiles of the bootstrapped distribution. As in Section

2.3., following CRT (2012), bootstrapping has been implemented based on the VECM

estimated conditional on one cointegration vector. Finally, Figures A.1-A.1 in the

appendix report the IRFs to the permanent shock, whereas Figures A.2-A.2 show

scatterplots of the permanent and transitory components of the two series.

6.1 Evidence from post-WWII quarterly data

With the single exception of Taiwan, evidence based on quarterly data is in line with

that for the United Kingdom. Specifically,

() the fractions of FEV of velocity explained by the permanent shock are con-

sistently very high, and most of the time close to one at nearly all horizons. This is

especially clear for Canada, Australia, Korea, South Africa, Hong Kong, and Mexico,

whereas evidence for the United States29 is slightly weaker. By contrast, the frac-

tions of FEV of the short rate are systematically lower than those of velocity at all

horizons, and in several cases they are quite remarkably low, especially at the short

horizons. This is the case, in particular, for the United States, Korea, South Africa,

and Hong Kong. As in Section 2.3, it is important to stress that this result has been

obtained in spite of the fact that the permanent shock has been identified as the one

driving the unit root in the short rate, rather than in velocity.

() Turning to the IRFs in Figure 5, the response of the short rate to transitory

shocks is strongly statistically significant for all countries except Taiwan. As for

velocity, the response is statistically insignificant at (nearly) all horizons for Canada,

Australia, Korea, South Africa, Hong Kong and Mexico. As for the United States, it

is insignificant (and, in fact, close to zero) on impact, whereas it is strongly significant

further out.

Overall, with the exception of Taiwan, the evidence in Figures 4 and 5 is in line

with that for the United Kingdom in Section 2.3, and it suggests that M1 velocity is,

to a close approximation, the permanent component of the short rate. The evidence

for Taiwan, however, should not be taken at face value–and in fact it appears as

29As mentioned, this evidence is based on the aggregate including MMDAs. Evidence on the

alternative aggregate also including MMFAs is very close, and it is available upon request.
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puzzling–for the following reason. Simple visual evidence based on the raw series

shown in Figure 2 suggests that velocity is, in fact, smoother than the short rate.

Indeed, once the two series have been rescaled so that they have the same sample

standard deviation, the variance of the first difference of the short rate is 2.85 times

the variance of the first difference of velocity. Since the two series are cointegrated

(the -value for the maximum eigenvalue test in Table 1 is equal to 0.001), and they

are therefore driven by the same permanent shock, this simple evidence is hard to

square with the variance decomposition in Figure 4, suggesting that the short rate is,

essentially, the stochastic trend in the system. Because of this, I would argue that

the evidence for Taiwan should be discounted. Finally, I do not discuss the IRFs to

the permanent shock in Figure A.1 in the appendix because they are as expected

(i.e., both variables increase permanently) and they are not especially interesting.

On the other hand, it is worth spending a few words on the scatterplots of the

permanent and transitory components in Figures A.2. The main finding emerging

from the figure is that whereas the correlation between the permanent components

of the two series is, as expected, uniformly strong and positive, that between the

transitory components is, in the vast majority of cases, weak to non-existent (this is

especially clear for the United Kingdom, Canada, and Australia). The only exception

to this pattern is the United States, for which the correlation between the transitory

components is positive, but weaker than that between the permanent components.

The obvious interpretation of this result is the fact that, as documented in Figure

5, whereas the response of the short rate to transitory shocks is uniformly strongly

statistically significant (with the exception of Taiwan), the response of velocity is

most of the time insignificant at (nearly) all horizons.30 Once again, it is instructive

to recall the parallel with the relationship between GDP and consumption: By the

permanent income hypothesis, under rational expectations and no constraint on their

ability to borrow, consumers should only react to permanent income shocks. As a

result, a transitory GDP shock, by leaving consumption unaffected, would produce a

zero conditional correlation between GDP and consumption.

6.2 Evidence from long-run annual data

Turning to the evidence based on annual data, support for this paper’s main thesis is

provided by the results for the United States, the United Kingdom, Switzerland, New

30In his review of Friedman and Schwartz’s Monetary History of the United States, James Tobin

(1965, p. 478) conjectured that the relationship between velocity and the short rate might be the

same for both their trend and cycle components:

‘A second interpretation [...] is that velocity follows the pro-cyclical movement

of interest rates. This has the scientific virtue of providing a unified theoretical and

statistical [...] explanation of both trend and cycle in velocity.’

The evidence in Figure I.2 (and the analogous evidence based on annual data in Figure I.2)

shows that this intuitively plausible conjecture is, in fact, incorrect.
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Figure 6  Results from bivariate structural VECMs for M1 velocity and the short rate: Fractions  
             of forecast error variance explained by the permanent shock (based on annual data) 
 
 



 














Figure 7  Results from bivariate structural VECMs for M1 velocity and the short rate:  
             Impulse-response functions to the transitory shock (based on annual data) 
 
 



Zealand, Australia, the Netherlands, and Finland. In all of these cases, permanent

shocks explain very high fractions of the FEV of velocity (in several cases, very close

to one) at all horizons, whereas they consistently explain lower fractions of the FEV

of the short rate. The contrast is especially stark for the United States, with the

fraction of explained FEV of velocity being (based on point estimates) consistently

beyond 80 at all horizons, whereas the corresponding fraction for the short rate is

between 5 and 10 per cent at horizons up to two years ahead, and even ten years ahead

it only rises to less than 70 per cent. By the same token, for either of these seven

countries the reaction of the short rate to transitory shocks is strongly statistically

significant, whereas the corresponding IRF for velocity is insignificant at all horizons

for the United Kingdom, Switzerland, New Zealand, the Netherlands, and Finland;

it is insignificant on impact, and at short horizons, for Australia; and it is instead

mostly strongly significant for the United States. For Canada, Japan, and Belgium

the fraction of FEV of the short rate explained by permanent shocks is (based on point

estimates) consistently greater than the corresponding fraction for velocity (although

for Belgium the difference is quite small). As for the IRFs to transitory shocks, they

are uniformly insignificant at all horizons for either variable, and either country.

Overall, the evidence based on annual data appears somehow weaker than that based

on quarterly data, with three countries out of ten failing to support this paper’s main

thesis. As in the case of Taiwan, however, I would argue that the results for Canada

and Belgium should be discounted. The reasons are the same I gave there: First, the

visual evidence in Figure 2 quite clearly suggests that for both countries velocity is

appreciably smoother than the short rate; Second, once the series are rescaled so that

they have the same sample standard deviation, for both countries the first difference

of the short rate is markedly more volatile than the first difference of velocity.31

Again, since the two series share the same stochastic trend, this is hard to square

with the notion that the short rate might be closer to such trend than velocity. If

we accept this argument, this leaves us with Japan as the single country which truly

seems to contradict this paper’s argument. Finally, I do not discuss the IRFs to

permanent shocks shown in Figure A.1 because, again, they are as expected, and

not especially interesting. As for the scatterplots of the permanent and transitory

components shown in Figures A.2, the only point worth mentioning is that the

correlation between the transitory components is weakly positive only for the United

States and Australia; it is flat for the Netherlands; and it is weakly negative for all

other countries.32 As we will see in Section 8.3, this result arises naturally within the

Sidrausky framework.

31For Belgium and Canada, respectively, the variance of the first difference of the short rate is

11.01 times, and 8.30 times greater than the variance of the first difference of rescaled velocity.
32This provides additional perspective on James Tobin’s (1965) conjecture (which I mentioned in

footnote 29) that the relationship between velocity and the short rate might be the same for the

trend and cyclical components of the two series.
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6.3 Summing up

Overall, the evidence in this section provides substantial–although by no means

perfect–support to my thesis that M1 velocity is, to a close approximation, the

permanent component of the short rate. Evidence is strong for eight countries out

of nine based on quarterly data, and for seven countries out of ten based on annual

data. On the other hand, evidence is negative–but, for the reasons I gave, it should

arguably be discounted–for Taiwan based on quarterly data, and for Canada and

Belgium based on annual data. This leaves us with only one country, Japan, for

which evidence appears to quite clearly contradict my argument.

Finally, there are a few countries for which evidence also supports my thesis, but

whose results I have chosen not to report because their sample periods are quite

short.33 This is the case for Denmark and Sweden (for either country the sample

period is 1993Q1-2017Q1): In particular, in both countries permanent shocks induce

an insignificant response of velocity at all horizons, and a statistically significant

response in the short rate (the fractions of explained FEV, on the other hand, are

very high for both variables). Results for New Zealand based on quarterly data

for the period 1988Q2-2016Q4 are qualitatively the same as those based on annual

data discussed herein (in fact, they are significantly stronger).34 The same holds for

Switzerland for the period 1985Q1-2017Q1: Since these results are qualitatively the

same as those reported in Figures 6 and 7, I have preferred not to report them.

Finally, results for the Euro area since 1999Q135 exhibit exactly the same pattern as

Denmark and Sweden.

I now turn to discuss evidence for monetary regimes which, historically, have

caused inflation to be I(0), such as inflation-targeting regimes. As previously men-

tioned, the most interesting feature of these regimes is that, by eliminating permanent

inflation shocks, they cause M1 velocity–if my argument is correct–to be essentially

a linear transformation of the natural rate of interest.

7 Evidence from Monetary Regimes Causing In-

flation to Be I(0)

I start by discussing simple, prima facie evidence that under these regimes velocity

might be driven, to a dominant extent, by the natural rate of interest. I then turn to

estimating the natural rate for two inflation-targeting countries within a cointegrated

33These results are available upon request.
34E.g., the fraction of FEV of velocity explained by permanent shocks is near-identical to one at

all horizons, whereas the corresponding fraction for the short rate is below 10 per cent up to four

years ahead. And the IRFs are very close to those for the United Kingdom in Figure 1.
35Data for the pre-EMU period are synthetic (i.e., reconstructed ex post), and so I decided to

eschew them, to keep in line with my exclusive use, throughout the entire paper, of authentic (i.e.,

non reconstructed ex post) data from central banks and national statistical agencies.
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Figure 8  Evidence from monetary regimes causing inflation to be I(0): M1 velocity and 
             Stock and Watson (1996, 1998) TVP-MUB estimate of trend real GDP growth  
 
 



SVAR framework.

7.1 Does velocity closely co-move with trend GDP growth?

As discussed in Section 2.4.3, within a vast class of models the natural rate of inter-

est is a linear function of trend output growth. This implies that, if my argument

is correct, under regimes causing inflation to be stationary we should see a strong

correlation between velocity and trend GDP growth. Figure 8 provides evidence

for eight such regimes, specifically: four inflation-targeting countries (United King-

dom, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand);36 European Monetary Union (EMU);

Switzerland under the post-1999 ‘new monetary policy concept’, which is conceptu-

ally akin to EMU; West Germany/Germany up until the beginning of EMU (i.e.,

December 1998);37 and Denmark, which has consistently followed a policy of pegging

the Krone first to the Deutsche Mark, and then to the Euro, thus importing the

strong anti-inflationary stance of the Bundesbank, and then of the European Central

Bank (ECB). In line with the evidence reported in Benati (2008) based on Hansen’s

(1999) estimator of the sum of the autoregressive coefficients, for all countries–with

the exception of Switzerland and the Euro area–Elliot et al.’s. (1996) tests strongly

reject the null of a unit root for inflation.38 In spite of the results from unit root

tests, I have chosen to also consider Switzerland and the Euro area for the following

reasons. As for Switzerland, results from unit root tests are most likely a figment

of the short sample period: for the sample starting in 1980Q1 (when GDP deflator

data start being available) a unit root is rejected very strongly. This is in line with

36Inflation targeting was introduced in October 1992 in the United Kingdom; in February 1991

in Canada; and in February 1990 in New Zealand. As for Australia, there never was an explicit

announcement of the introduction of the new regime. Here I follow Benati and Goodhart (2011) in

taking 1994Q3 as the starting date of the inflation-targeting regime. The rationale is that, based on

the central bank’s communication, during those months it became apparent that the bank was indeed

following an inflation-targeting strategy. Finally, I do not report results for Sweden (the available

sample is 1998Q1-2017Q2) because they are manifestly puzzling. Both a linear trend estimated via

OLS, and simple averages computed for the first and second halves of the sample, clearly suggest

that trend GDP growth has progressively decreased, which would be in line with the steady decrease

in M1 velocity since 1998. SW’s estimate of trend growth, on the other hand, is essentially flat over

the entire period.
37I also consider the period after unification in order to have a longer sample period (quarterly data

for West Germany’s nominal GDP start in 1970). Reunification caused a jump in both nominal GDP

and M1, but, from a conceptual point of view, it does not cause any problem for the computation of

velocity (i.e., their ratio). As for real GDP growth, I treat the very large observation for the quarter

corresponding to reunification as an outlier, and, following Stock and Watson (2002), I replace it

with the median value of the six adjacent quarters.
38These results are reported in Table A.5 in the appendix. By the same token, Hansen’s (1999)

bias-corrected estimate of the sum of the autoregressive coefficients in an AR() representation for

inflation clearly suggest that in all cases (again, with the exception of the Euro area and Switzerland)

inflation is (close to) white noise.
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Switzerland’s reputation as a hard-currency, low-inflation country.39 As for the Euro

area, visual evidence clearly suggests that the collapse of Lehman Brothers, which

unleashed the most violent phase of the Great Recession, was associated with a down-

ward shift in mean inflation, from 2.01 per cent over the period 1999Q1-2008Q3, to

0.99 per cent over the period 2008Q4-2016Q4. Once controlling for this break in the

mean, a unit root is very strongly rejected, thus showing that the previous lack of

rejection was a simple illustration of Pierre Perron’s (1989) well-known argument. My

decision to also consider the Euro area reflects the fact that, in spite of such downward

shift in the mean of inflation, inflation expectations (as measured by the ECB’s Sur-

vey of Professional Forecasters) have remained well-anchored,40 thus suggesting that

agents have interpreted such shift as temporary.41 Finally, I also show evidence for

the United States for the period following the Volcker disinflation42 for the following

reason. Although Elliot et al.’s (1996) tests for sample periods following the end of

the Volcker disinflation typically do not reject the null of a unit root,43 this evidence

does not square well with the fact that during this period inflation has been broadly

stable. A likely explanation is that, after the Volcker stabilization, U.S. inflation has

still exhibited a small unit root component. Results from Cochrane’s (1988) variance

ratio estimator provide support for this conjecture: Over the period 1984Q1-2017Q2,

the size of the unit root in U.S. GDP deflator inflation has been slightly below 10

per cent.44 Such a small unit root component should introduce a small permanent

‘wedge’ between actual M1 velocity, and the value velocity would have taken in the

absence of permanent variation in inflation. Such wedge should however be quite

small, so that the same argument I made for monetary regimes under which inflation

has been I(0) should also approximately apply to the United States.

Figure 8 shows M1 velocity together with a SW (1996, 1998) TVP-MUB estimate

of trend GDP growth, based on a time-varying parameters AR(). My implementa-

tion of SW’s methodology is exactly the same as in Benati (2007), which the reader

is referred to for details. The correlation between the two series is strong for all

countries, with the single exception of Australia. To be sure, by no means does this

represent a hard proof that my thesis is correct. At the very least, however, it is

39Over the entire period since World War I, Swiss inflation has been equal, on average, to 1.9 per

cent.
40Figure A.3 in the appendix shows the inflation forecasts from the ECB’s Survey of Professional

Forecasters at three alternative horizons, 1-, 2-, and 5-years ahead. Over the entire period since

1999Q1, the 5-years ahead forecast has fluctuated between 1.8 and 2.0 per cent.
41Indeed, as I write (August 2017) Euro area inflation has been moving, in recent months, back

towards 2 per cent.
42Specifically, for the period 1984Q1-2016Q4: Following Clarida, Gali, and Gertler (2000), I take

1983Q4 as marking the end of the disinflation.
43For sample periods starting in the first quarter of each year from 1984Q1 to 1999Q1, a unit

root in inflation can be rejected, at the 10 per cent level, only for the samples starting in 1988Q1,

1990Q1, and 1992Q1.
44See Figure A.4 in the appendix. Bootstrapped confidence bands have been computed via spectral

bootstrapping of the first-difference of inflation as in Benati (2007).
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Figure 9  Estimated natural rate of interest for the United Kingdom 
             and Canada under inflation targeting  
 
 



compatible with my argument. For the United States the correlation with trend GDP

growth is stronger for the velocity series based on the expanded M1 aggregate also in-

cluding MMFAs, whereas it is somehow weaker based on the aggregate only including

MMDAs.

I now proceed to exploit the insight that under such monetary regimes velocity is

driven, to a dominant extent, by the natural rate of interest, in order to estimate it

within a cointegrated SVAR framework.

7.2 Estimating the natural rate for two inflation-targeting

countries

Figure 9 shows, for the United Kingdom and Canada under inflation targeting, esti-

mates of the natural rate together with the 16th, 84th, 5th, and 95th percentiles of

the bootstrapped distribution.45 For either country, the VECM features M1 velocity,

the central bank’s monetary policy rate, and three additional nominal interest rates.46

Since in both countries inflation is statistically indistinguishable from white noise, I

do not enter it in the VECM. Rather, I subtract the average inflation rate over the

inflation-targeting regime from either of the interest rates entering the VECM, thus

converting them, to a close approximation, into ex ante real rates.47 For both coun-

tries, Elliot et al.’s (1996) tests strongly reject the null of a unit root for either of the

spreads between rates at longer maturities and the central bank’s monetary policy

rate.48 This implies that, beyond the cointegration vector between velocity and the

short rate, either country’s VECM features three additional cointegration vectors.49

In turn, this implies that the system is driven by a single permanent shock, i.e., the

shock to the natural rate, which I identify as the only shock affecting velocity in the

infinite long run. I will not comment upon the results because they speak for them-

selves: In either country, the natural rate is estimated to have been declining since

the early 1990s, slipping below zero following the collapse of Lehman Brothers.

45Both estimation and bootstrapping details are the same as before, that is, I use Johansen’s

estimator of the cointegrated VECM, and I bootstrap as in CRT (2012).
46For the United Kingdom, they are the 3-month Treasury bill rate, the 10-year government bond

yield, and the yield on long-term consols. For Canada, they are the 10-year government bond yield,

and the average yields on government bonds with maturities between 3 and 5, and 5 and 10 years.
47The rationale, quite obviously, is that the conditional and unconditional forecasts of a white

noise process are equal to its unconditional mean.
48For Canada, this is the case for either the inflation-targeting regime, or the full sample. For

the United Kingdom, this is the case only for the full sample. This is likely due to the very high

persistence of the spreads, so that in small samples it is hard to reject the null of a unit root.

Cochrane (1994) has a discussion of how the analogous lack of rejection of a unit root in the

consumption/GDP ratio in small samples should be discounted.
49For Canada, Johansen’s tests identify indeed four cointegration vectors. For the United Kingdom

they only identify two. Since Elliot et al.’s (1996) tests strongly reject a unit root in all of the three

spreads, I regard these results as a statistical fluke.
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7.2.1 A key advantage of using M1 velocity in order to estimate the

natural rate of interest

A key advantage of using M1 velocity in order to estimate the natural rate of interest

is that, although it is subject to the Zero Lower Bound (ZLB) exactly as nominal

interest rates, as I now document such constraint is, in practice, much less binding.

As I show, unless the ‘notional’ short rate–i.e., the short rate which would prevail

in the absence of the ZLB–is ‘very’ negative, M1 velocity remains positive, and is

therefore not affected by the ZLB constraint. This implies that whereas estimates of

the natural rate exploiting the informational content of inflation and nominal interest

rates (and possibly of other variables except M1 velocity) may be distorted by the

fact that the ZLB is constraining nominal rates, this is much less likely to happen

when the estimates also exploit the informational content of velocity. Intuitively, a

series of negative shocks to the natural rate of interest which, within a low-inflation

environment, drag the short rate down to the ZLB will leave velocity strictly above

zero, unless they are very large. This means that, by focusing on velocity, an econo-

metrician will be able to identify such shocks, which would not be the case if (s)he

only focused on nominal rates and inflation.

Table 3 reports, based on the Selden-Latané specification,50 the estimated nominal

short-term interest rate corresponding to the ZLB on M1 velocity. For the sake of

brevity I only report estimates based on post-WWII quarterly data, but the full set

of estimates is available upon request. The estimates have been computed by setting

 =  = 0 in expression (4), so that  = −. I estimate (4) based on SW’s
(1993) estimator51 of the cointegration regression, thus obtaining estimates of  and

, and therefore of the cointegration residual. Estimation of the VECM conditional

on SW’s (1993) estimate of the cointegration residual is then implemented based on

the two-step procedure discussed in Luetkepohl (1991, pp. 370-371). Finally, in order

to construct bootstrapped confidence intervals for , I bootstrap the estimated

VECM as in CRT (2012), and I apply the same, just-described procedure to each

bootstrapped replication.

50For either the semi-log or the log-log specification, the ZLB on log velocity is not binding by

definition. Since, as documented in Section 4, these specifications are not the ones the data seem to

prefer (at least, for the low-to-medium inflation countries analyzed herein), this is however largely

irrelevant.
51The reason for using SW’s estimator, rather then Johansen’s, is that whereas both estimators

produce estimates of the cointegration vector, only SW’s produce an estimate of  in (4), that is,

of the intercept of the cointegration regression in levels. Johansen’s procedure, on the other hand,

produces an estimate of the intercept for the VECM representation, which for the present purposes

is useless.
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Table 3 Estimated nominal short-term interest rate corresponding to

the Zero Lower Bound on M1 velocity, with 90 per cent-coverage

bootstrapped confidence interval

United States

standard M1 + MMDAs 1959Q1-2016Q4 -8.47 [-14.46; -6.21]

standard M1 + MMDAs + MMMFs 1959Q1-2016Q4 -5.93 [-24.52; -0.17]

Adjusting for currency

held by foreigners:

standard M1 + MMDAs 1959Q1-2016Q4 -9.42 [-15.49; -6.86]

standard M1 + MMDAs + MMMFs 1959Q1-2016Q4 -6.22 [-23.51; -0.64]

United Kingdom 1955Q1-2016Q4 -4.39 [-12.47; -2.16]

Canada 1967Q1-2016Q4 -7.65 [-17.95; -3.98]

Australia 1975Q1-2016Q3 -6.45 [-14.58; -4.56]

Taiwan 1961Q3-2016Q4 0.34 [-1.62; 1.29]

South Korea 1964Q1-2017Q1 -5.13 [-8.05; -4.01]

South Africa 1985Q1-2017Q1 -6.87 [-36.04; -1.50]

Hong Kong 1985Q1-2017Q1 -2.36 [-4.39; -0.17]

Mexico 1985Q4-2017Q1 -38.22 [-52.40; -27.34]
 Based on 10,000 bootstrap replications.

With the single exception (once again) of Taiwan, the point estimates in Table

3 are uniformly negative, and sometimes quite significantly so. This implies that

unless the ‘notional’ short rate becomes quite significantly negative, M1 velocity will

remain unconstrained by the ZLB, and–different from nominal interest rates–will

keep correctly reflecting shocks to the natural rate.

8 Conclusions

In this paper I have shown that, since World War I, M1 velocity has been, to a close

approximation, the permanent component of the short rate, so that the time-series

relationship between the two series has been the same as that between consumption

and GDP. The logical implication is that talking of ‘money demand instability’, or real

money balances as ‘being out of equilibrium’, makes no logical sense, as it is concep-

tually akin to talking of ‘instability’ of the relationship between GDP and potential

GDP. A second implication of these results is that, under monetary regimes which

cause inflation to be I(0), permanent fluctuations in M1 velocity uniquely reflect, to

a close approximation, permanent shifts in the natural rate of interest. Evidence

from West Germany and several inflation-targeting countries is compatible with this

notion, with velocity fluctuations being, most of the time, strongly correlated with

a Stock and Watson (1996, 1998) estimate of trend real GDP growth. I exploit this

insight to estimate the natural rate of interest for the United Kingdom and Canada
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under inflation targeting: In either country, the natural rate has been consistently

declining since the early 1990s.
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A The Data

Here follows a detailed description of the data set. As mentioned in Section 3, all of

the data are from official sources, that is, either central banks or national statistical

agencies.

A.1 Annual data

Almost all of the annual data are from the dataset assembled by Benati et al. (2017),

which I have updated to the most recent available observation whenever possible

(typically, I have added either one or two years). Specifically, the data for Aus-

tralia (1941-1989), Belgium (1946-1990), Canada (1935-2006), Netherlands (1950-

1992), and Finland (1914-1985) are exactly the same as those analyzed by Benati

et al. (2017). As for the United Kingdom (1922-2016), New Zealand (1934-2016),

and Japan (1955-2015), I updated Benati et al.’s data to the most recent avail-

able observation. As for Switzerland (1914-2015), I updated Benati et al.’s series

to 2015, and I extended them back in time to 1914 based on data from the web-

site of the project Economic history of Switzerland during the 20th century—see at

http://www.fsw.uzh.ch/histstat/main.php.

As for the United States, the first aggregate I analyze–equal to the sum of the

standard M1 aggregate from the Federal Reserve, and MMDAs–is the same as the

Lucas-Nicolini (2015) aggregate studied by Benati et al. (2017), which I simply

updated to 2016. Data on MMDAs have been kindly provided by Juan-Pablo Nicolini.

As for the second aggregate, which also includes MMMFs, data on MMMFs are from

the St. Louis FED’s internet data portal, FRED II. The series is ‘Money market

mutual funds; total financial assets, Level, Millions of Dollars, Annual, Not Seasonally

Adjusted’ (acronym is MMMFFAA027N). Finally, adjustment of currency in order

to take into account of the fact that, since the early 1990s, there has been a sizeable

expansion in the fraction of U.S. currency held by foreigners, has been implemented

along the lines of Judson (2017), by exploiting the fact that the U.S. and Canadian

financial systems are very similar, so that we should logically expect that the overall

amount of currency as a fraction of nominal GDP should be roughly similar in the two

countries. In fact, simple visual inspection of the two countries’ fractions shows that

they had evolved in a remarkably similar way from 1926 (when data on currency start

being available for Canada) up until the end of the 1980s. The only material difference

between the two countries’ fractions during this period had to do with the fact that

the U.S. fraction had consistently been slightly higher than the Canadian one, by a

nearly constant amount. Since the early 1990s, on the other hand, the U.S. fraction

has significantly diverged from the adjusted Canadian one (where the adjustment

reflects the just-mentioned near-constant difference between the two fractions during

the period up to the end of the 1980s (that is, it is implemented by simply shifting

upwards the raw Canadian fraction by an amount equal to the average difference
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between the U.S. and Canadian fractions over the period 1926-1989). I therefore

compute the adjusted U.S. currency series as follows. For the period 1926-1989, it is

simply equal to the actual historical series (so that I do not perform any adjustment).

As for the following period, I compute it by multiplying, for each individual year, U.S.

nominal GDP by the value taken by the previously mentioned intercept-adjusted

fraction for Canada.

In Section 3 I mentioned the reasons why, in this work, I have decided to eschew

Benati et al.’s data for high-inflation countries. By the same token, there a few

countries whose data exhibit puzzling, or even plain bizarre properties, which had

already been discussed by Benati et al. (2017). In all these cases I have also decided

to eschew these data. Here I briefly discuss these cases. Italy is probably the most

bizarre case: Simple visual evidence clearly shows that over the post-WWII period,

up to the start of European Monetary Union, Italy’s M1 velocity had been strongly

negatively correlated with interest rates. Since any plausible theory predicts that

the correlation should be positive, I have just decided to ignore these data. As for

Norway, over the post-WWII period M1 velocity has led the short rate by about

a decade, which is hard to rationalize based on any standard model, so, again, I

have decided to ignore these data. As for Portugal, there is a manifestly obvious

break in the relationship between velocity and the short rate around 1965 (where by

‘manifestly obvious’ I mean that it is detectable via the naked eye), so that I have

preferred to ignore these data. Finally, as for Spain the sample, which is quite short

(1941-1989), is characterized by dramatic fluctuations in velocity around WWII and

its aftermath, whereas for its first half the short rate is mostly flat. So, once again,

my judgement has been that it was probably not worth adding this country to the

analysis.

A.2 Quarterly data

For the United States, the short-term nominal interest rate is the Federal Funds

rate–the acronym is ‘FEDFUNDS’, from FRED II at the St. Louis FED’s website;

nominal GDP is ‘GDP’ (Gross Domestic Product, GDP

Billions of Dollars, Quarterly, Seasonally Adjusted, Annual Rate) from FRED II;

the standard M1 aggregate is ‘M1SL’ (M1Money Stock, Billions of Dollars, Quarterly,

Seasonally Adjusted); the MMDAs data are from the Federal Reserve’s mainframe,

and they have been kindly provided by Juan-Pablo Nicolini; and the MMMFs series

has been computed as the sum of ‘RMFSL’ (Retail Money Funds, Billions of Dollars,

Quarterly, Seasonally Adjusted) and ‘IMFSL’ (Institutional Money Funds, Billions of

Dollars, Quarterly, Seasonally Adjusted)–both series are from FRED II. Currency

is from the Federal Reserve’s website.

For the United Kingdom, nominal GDP (‘YBHA, Gross Domestic Product at

market prices: Current price, Seasonally adjusted £m’) is from the Office for National

Statistics. A break-adjusted stock of M1 is from ‘A millennium of macroeconomic
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data for the UK, The Bank of England’s collection of historical macroeconomic and

financial statistics, Version 3 - finalised 30 April 2017’, which is from the Bank of

England’s website. Likewise, series for the Bank rate (i.e., the Bank of England’s

monetary policy rate), a long-term consols yield, a 10-year bond yield, and a Treasury

bill rate, are all from the same spreadsheet.

For Canada, nominal GDP (‘Gross domestic product (GDP) at market prices,

Seasonally adjusted at annual rates, Current prices’) is from Statistics Canada. Se-

ries for the Bank rate (i.e., the Bank of Canada’s monetary policy rate), the 3-month

Treasury bill auction average yield, the benchmark 10-year bond yield for the govern-

ment of Canada, and the government of Canada’s 3-to-5 and 5-to-10 year marketable

bonds average yields are from Statistics Canada. M1 (‘v41552787, Table 176-0020:

Currency outside banks, chartered bank chequable deposits, less inter-bank chequable

deposits, monthly average’) is from Statistics Canada. Data on currency are from Sta-

tistics Canada (‘Table 176-0020 Currency outside banks and chartered bank deposits,

monthly average, Bank of Canada, monthly’).

For Australia, nominal GDP (‘Gross domestic product: Current prices, $ Millions,

Seasonally Adjusted, A2304418T’) is from the Australian Bureau of Statistics. The

short rate (‘3-month BABs/NCDs, Bank Accepted Bills/Negotiable Certificates of

Deposit-3 months; monthly average, Quarterly average, Per cent, ASX, 42767, FIR-

MMBAB90’) is from the Reserve Bank of Australia. M1 (‘M1: Seasonally adjusted,

$ Millions’) is from the Reserve Bank of Australia.

For New Zealand, data on nominal and real GDP (‘Gross Domestic Product -

expenditure measure, Nominal $m s.a.’ and ‘Gross Domestic Product - expenditure

measure, Real $m’, respectively) are from Statistics New Zealand. The short rate and

M1 (‘Overnight interbank cash rate, %pa, INM.MN.NZK’ and ‘M1’, respectively) are

from the Reserve Bank of New Zealand.

For the Euro area, all of the data are from the European Central Bank.

For South Korea, all of the data are from the central bank: nominal and real GDP

(‘10.2.1.1 GDP and GNI by Economic Activities (seasonally adjusted, current prices,

quarterly), Gross domestic product at market prices(GDP), Bil.Won’ and ‘10.2.2.2

Expenditures on GDP (seasonally adjusted, chained 2010 year prices, quarterly),

Expenditure on GDP, Bil.Won’ respectively); M1 (‘’1.1.Money & Banking (Mone-

tary Aggregates, Deposits, Loans & Discounts etc.), Seasonally Ajusted M1(End of),

Bil.Won since 1969Q4; Before that: 1.1.Money & Banking (Monetary Aggregates,

Deposits, Loans & Discounts etc.), M1(Narrow Money, End Of), Bil.Won, adjusted

via ARIMA X-12); and the central bank’s discount rate.

For Taiwan, data on the central bank’s discount rate and M1 (‘Central Bank Rates

(End of Period), Discount Rate’ and ‘M1A (End of Period), Millions of N.T. dollars’,

respectively) are from the central bank’s website. Data on nominal GDP (‘GDP by

Expenditures (at Current prices,1951-1980)’ and then ‘GDP by Expenditures (at Cur-

rent prices,1981-)’, both seasonally adjusted via ARIMA X-12, 1981Q4. After that:

GDP by Expenditures, Seasonally Adjusted-Quarterly by Period, Pricing, Expendi-
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ture and Type, Unit:Million N.T. At Current Prices) are from Taiwan’s Directorate

General of Budget, Accounting and Statistics (DGBAS) at http://eng.dgbas.gov.tw.

For Hong Kong, the HIBOR (Hong Kong Inter-Bank Offered Rate) is from the

Hong Kong Monetary Authority (HKMA). M1 (‘M1, Total, (HK$ million)’) is from

HKMA, and it has been seasonally adjusted via ARIMA X-12. Nominal GDP (‘GDP,

HK$ million, From: Table031: GDP and its main expenditure components at current

market prices, National Income Section (1)1,’) is from Hong Kong’s Census and

Statistics Department. It has been seasonally adjusted via ARIMA X-12.

For Switzerland, both M1 and the short rate (‘Monetary aggregate M1, Level’

and ‘Switzerland - CHF - Call money rate (Tomorrow next)’, respectively) are from

the Swiss National Bank’s internet data portal. Data on both nominal and real GDP

(‘Gross domestic product, ESA 2010, Quarterly aggregates of Gross Domestic Prod-

uct, expenditure approach, seasonally and calendar adjusted data, In Mio. Swiss

Francs, at current prices’ and ‘Gross domestic product, ESA 2010, Quarterly ag-

gregates of Gross Domestic Product, expenditure approach, seasonally and calendar

adjusted data, In Mio. Swiss Francs, at prices of the preceding year, chained values

("annual overlap"), reference year 2010’, respectively) are from the State Secretariat

for Economic Affairs (SECO) at https://www.seco.admin.ch/seco/en/home.

For West Germany and then Germany, all of the series except GDP are from

the Bundesbank. The short rate is BBK01.SU0101 (‘Geldmarktsätze am Frankfurter

Bankplatz / Tagesgeld / Monatsdurchschnitt, % p.a., Eins’). M1 is from successive

issues of the Bundesbank’s Monthly Statistical Bulletin, and it has been seasonally

adjusted via ARIMA X-12. Nominal and real GDP data are from Germany’s Federal

Statistical Office. As discussed in the text, at the time of the reunification, both M1

and nominal GDP jumped discontinuously, but this does not cause any problem for

the computation of their ratio (i.e., velocity). As for real GDP growth, the jump at

the time pf reunification has been taken care of as described in the text.

For Denmark, M1 (‘Money stock M1, end of period, Units: DKK bn.’) is from

Denmark’s central bank. Nominal GDP (‘B.1GF Gross domestic product at factor

cost, Seasonally adjusted, Current prices, 1-2.1.1 Production, GDP and generation

of income (summary table) by seasonal adjustment, price unit, transaction and time,

Units: DKK mio.’) and rwal GDP (‘B.1*g Gross domestic product, real, Seasonally

adjusted, 2010-prices, real value, Units: DKK mio.’) are from Statistics Denmark.

The central bank’s discounrt rate is from the central bank’s website.

For Mexico, nominal GDP in billions of pesos nuevos is from INEGI. M1 (‘Mon-

etary Aggregates, M1, Nominal Stocks, Billions of Pesos, Levels, SF12718’) is from

the Banco de México, and it has been seasonally adjusted via ARIMA X-12. The

short rate (‘91 day Cetes, Monthly average rate in annual percent, SF3338’) is from

the Banco de México.

For South Africa M1 (‘Monetary aggregates / Money supply: M1, KBP1371M, R

millions’) and the central bank’s monetary policy rate (‘Bankrate (lowest rediscount

rate at SARB), KBP1401M, Percentage’) are from the South Africa Reserve Bank.
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Nominal GDP (‘Gross domestic product at market prices, Current prices. Seasonally

adjusted, GDP at market prices (current, sa) ’) is from the South Africa Reserve

Bank.

B The Selden-Latané Specification as a Special Case

of the Sidrauski Model

The household’s optimization problem is given by:

∗0 ≡ Max
, 

0

∞X
=0


∙
ln +

1


ln

µ




¶¸
(B.1)

subject to

 + + =  +−1 +−1 (B.2)

where  is the nominal money stock;  is the price level;  and  are real con-

sumption and real GDP, which is postulated to be ‘manna from Heaven’;  is the

price at time  of a government bond paying 1 Dollar at time +1; and  is the stock

of nominal goverment bonds.

Then, the first-order conditions are:
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Putting together (B.3) and (B.4), we get

1







= 1−
∼=  (B.5)

where the approximate equality on the right-hand side of (B.5) comes from the fact

that  ≡ (1 + )
−1–where  is the interest rate prevailing between time  and

time +1 (which is therefore already known at time )–so that 1 − 
∼= . By

defining money velocity as the ratio between nominal consumption and the nominal

money stock,

 ≡ 



(B.6)

we obtain the Selden-Latané specification

 ∼=  (B.7)

in which money velocity is a linear function of the short-term interest rate. Since, in

practice, consumption is cointegrated with GDP, the long-run properties of velocity

defined in terms of consumption are exactly the same as those of velocity defined in

terms of GDP.
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Table A.1a Bootstrapped p-values for Elliot et al. (1996) unit root tests, based on long-run annual data

Logarithm of:

M1 velocity short rate short rate+1 M1 velocity Short rate

Country: Period: p=1 p=2 p=1 p=2 p=1 p=2 p=1 p=2 p=1 p=2

United States

standard M1 + MMDAs 1915-2016 0.843 0.808 0.438 0.249 0.519 0.442 0.721 0.705 0.311 0.325

standard M1 + MMDAs + MMMFs 1915-2016 0.931 0.881 0.441 0.249 0.523 0.449 0.850 0.718 0.300 0.320

Adjusting for currency

held by foreigners:

standard M1 + MMDAs 1926-2016 0.840 0.820 0.442 0.289 0.514 0.506 0.760 0.737 0.365 0.401

standard M1 + MMDAs + MMMFs 1926-2016 0.880 0.863 0.440 0.294 0.523 0.502 0.816 0.712 0.369 0.412

United Kingdom 1922-2016 0.848 0.798 0.927 0.945 0.777 0.859 0.788 0.756 0.349 0.589

Switzerland 1914-2015 0.380 0.459 0.065 0.085 0.695 0.728 0.168 0.313 0.135 0.127

New Zealand 1934-2016 0.808 0.797 0.630 0.631 0.611 0.606 0.796 0.779 0.351 0.324

Canada 1935-2006 0.694 0.773 0.595 0.713 0.584 0.695 0.711 0.777 0.396 0.492

Japan 1955-2015 0.930 0.911 0.715 0.764 0.739 0.761 0.766 0.757 0.592 0.562
 Based on 10,000 bootstrap replications of estimated ARIMA processes. Tests are with an intercept and no time trend.



Table A.1b Bootstrapped p-values for Elliot et al. (1996) unit root tests, based on post-WWII quarterly data

Logarithm of:

M1 velocity short rate short rate+1

Country: Period: p=1 p=2 p=3 p=4 p=1 p=2 p=3 p=4 p=1 p=2 p=3 p=4

United States

standard M1+MMDAs 1959Q1-2016Q4 0.980 0.985 0.978 0.971 0.704 0.610 0.614 0.519 0.817 0.696 0.602 0.407

standard M1+MMDAs+MMMFs 1959Q1-2016Q4 0.973 0.985 0.977 0.965 0.703 0.605 0.598 0.513 0.816 0.694 0.592 0.405

Adjusting for currency

held by foreigners:

standard M1+MMDAs 1959Q1-2016Q4 0.970 0.976 0.969 0.959 0.692 0.603 0.610 0.519 0.816 0.698 0.598 0.400

standard M1+MMDAs+MMMFs 1959Q1-2016Q4 0.972 0.981 0.975 0.957 0.700 0.607 0.612 0.520 0.813 0.701 0.598 0.412

United Kingdom 1955Q1-2016Q4 0.995 0.982 0.977 0.975 0.983 0.986 0.992 0.991 0.909 0.852 0.894 0.903

Canada 1967Q1-2016Q4 0.992 0.994 0.968 0.988 0.833 0.664 0.618 0.668 0.862 0.786 0.756 0.717

Australia 1975Q1-2016Q3 0.865 0.881 0.875 0.889 0.885 0.869 0.895 0.842 0.861 0.836 0.866 0.792

Taiwan 1961Q3-2016Q4 0.426 0.353 0.445 0.332 0.526 0.544 0.626 0.566 0.487 0.528 0.638 0.568

South Korea 1964Q1-2017Q1 0.517 0.367 0.259 0.251 0.936 0.931 0.929 0.922 0.873 0.862 0.869 0.853

South Africa 1985Q1-2017Q1 0.867 0.892 0.862 0.827 0.317 0.209 0.317 0.536 0.310 0.195 0.314 0.530

Hong Kong 1985Q1-2017Q1 0.939 0.925 0.956 0.961 0.626 0.544 0.517 0.437 0.644 0.626 0.618 0.390

Mexico 1985Q4-2017Q1 0.633 0.633 0.474 0.442 0.334 0.360 0.250 0.216 0.315 0.339 0.244 0.198
 Based on 10,000 bootstrap replications of estimated ARIMA processes. Tests are with an intercept and no time trend.



Table A.1b (continued) Bootstrapped p-values for Elliot et al. (1996) unit root tests,

based on post-WWII quarterly data

M1 velocity Short rate

Country: Period: p=1 p=2 p=3 p=4 p=1 p=2 p=3 p=4

United States

standard M1+MMDAs 1959Q1-2016Q4 0.880 0.865 0.867 0.838 0.460 0.477 0.458 0.334

standard M1+MMDAs+MMMFs 1959Q1-2016Q4 0.949 0.962 0.947 0.918 0.459 0.482 0.462 0.339

Adjusting for currency

held by foreigners:

standard M1+MMDAs 1959Q1-2016Q4 0.855 0.819 0.825 0.800 0.463 0.473 0.453 0.335

standard M1+MMDAs+MMMFs 1959Q1-2016Q4 0.936 0.956 0.942 0.917 0.466 0.474 0.450 0.330

United Kingdom 1955Q1-2016Q4 0.969 0.920 0.911 0.890 0.461 0.351 0.406 0.451

Canada 1967Q1-2016Q4 0.927 0.931 0.835 0.897 0.572 0.522 0.535 0.530

Australia 1975Q1-2016Q3 0.871 0.891 0.873 0.896 0.678 0.680 0.662 0.464

Taiwan 1961Q3-2016Q4 0.060 0.017 0.087 0.003 0.264 0.252 0.544 0.373

South Korea 1964Q1-2017Q1 0.170 0.025 0.001 0.000 0.600 0.545 0.582 0.535

South Africa 1985Q1-2017Q1 0.834 0.863 0.843 0.792 0.216 0.077 0.204 0.465

Hong Kong 1985Q1-2017Q1 0.547 0.645 0.809 0.841 0.397 0.446 0.522 0.324

Mexico 1985Q4-2017Q1 0.538 0.567 0.359 0.312 0.142 0.174 0.121 0.061

West Germany/Germany 1970Q1-1998Q4 0.881 0.805 0.788 0.805 0.220 0.080 0.030 0.040
 Based on 10,000 bootstrap replications of estimated ARIMA processes. Tests are with an intercept and no time trend.



Table A.2a Bootstrapped p-values for Elliot et al. (1996) unit root tests, based on long-run annual data

Log-difference of: First-difference of:

M1 velocity short rate short rate+1 M1 velocity Short rate

Country: Period: p=1 p=2 p=1 p=2 p=1 p=2 p=1 p=2 p=1 p=2

United States

standard M1 + MMDAs 1915-2016 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

standard M1 + MMDAs + MMMFs 1915-2016 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Adjusting for currency held by foreigners:

standard M1 + MMDAs 1926-2016 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

standard M1 + MMDAs + MMMFs 1926-2016 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.002 0.000 0.000

United Kingdom 1922-2016 0.001 0.006 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.004 0.000 0.000

Switzerland 1914-2015 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.008 0.000 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

New Zealand 1934-2016 0.000 0.009 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.002 0.000 0.000

Canada 1935-2006 0.003 0.029 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.004 0.039 0.000 0.000

Japan 1955-2015 0.010 0.049 0.000 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.005 0.012 0.000 0.000
 Based on 10,000 bootstrap replications of estimated ARIMA processes. Tests are with an intercept and no time trend.



Table A.2b Bootstrapped p-values for Elliot et al. (1996) unit root tests, based on post-WWII quarterly data

Log-difference of:

M1 velocity short rate short rate+1

Country: Period: p=1 p=2 p=3 p=4 p=1 p=2 p=3 p=4 p=1 p=2 p=3 p=4

United States

standard M1+MMDAs 1959Q1-2016Q4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

standard M1+MMDAs+MMMFs 1959Q1-2016Q4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Adjusting for currency

held by foreigners:

standard M1+MMDAs 1959Q1-2016Q4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

standard M1+MMDAs+MMMFs 1959Q1-2016Q4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

United Kingdom 1955Q1-2016Q4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.005 0.015 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Canada 1967Q1-2016Q4 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Australia 1975Q1-2016Q3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Taiwan 1961Q3-2016Q4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

South Korea 1964Q1-2017Q1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

South Africa 1985Q1-2017Q1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Hong Kong 1985Q1-2017Q1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.002

Mexico 1985Q4-2017Q1 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
 Based on 10,000 bootstrap replications of estimated ARIMA processes. Tests are with an intercept and no time trend.



Table A.2b (continued) Bootstrapped p-values for Elliot et al. (1996) unit root tests, based

on post-WWII quarterly data

First-difference of:

M1 velocity Short rate

Country: Period: p=1 p=2 p=3 p=4 p=1 p=2 p=3 p=4

United States

standard M1+MMDAs 1959Q1-2016Q4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

standard M1+MMDAs+MMMFs 1959Q1-2016Q4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Adjusting for currency

held by foreigners:

standard M1+MMDAs 1959Q1-2016Q4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

standard M1+MMDAs+MMMFs 1959Q1-2016Q4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

United Kingdom 1955Q1-2016Q4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Canada 1967Q1-2016Q4 0.000 0.001 0.003 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Australia 1975Q1-2016Q3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001

Taiwan 1961Q3-2016Q4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

South Korea 1964Q1-2017Q1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

South Africa 1985Q1-2017Q1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Hong Kong 1985Q1-2017Q1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.010 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001

Mexico 1985Q4-2017Q1 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.008 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

West Germany/Germany 1970Q1-1998Q4 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.002 — — — —
 Based on 10,000 bootstrap replications of estimated ARIMA processes. Tests are with an intercept and no time trend.



Table A.3 Monte Carlo evidence on the performance of Hansen

and Johansen’s tests for time-variation in cointegrated VARs,

bootstrapped as in Cavaliere et al.’s (2012): fractions of replica-

tions for which stability is rejected at the 10 per cent level

Sample length:

Persistence of the cointegration residual: T = 50 T = 100 T = 200

I: Nyblom test for stability

in the cointegration vector

 = 0 0.124 0.099 0.109

 = 0.25 0.140 0.106 0.115

 = 0.5 0.125 0.114 0.121

 = 0.75 0.107 0.144 0.127

 = 0.9 0.091 0.137 0.130

 = 0.95 0.102 0.119 0.146

II: Nyblom test for stability

in the loading coefficients

 = 0 0.083 0.072 0.072

 = 0.25 0.088 0.087 0.070

 = 0.5 0.086 0.108 0.070

 = 0.75 0.093 0.097 0.099

 = 0.9 0.077 0.100 0.111

 = 0.95 0.080 0.098 0.109

III: Fluctuation tests

 = 0 0.105 0.119 0.117

 = 0.25 0.118 0.124 0.120

 = 0.5 0.135 0.139 0.131

 = 0.75 0.169 0.142 0.133

 = 0.9 0.206 0.166 0.156

 = 0.95 0.200 0.196 0.165
 Based on 1,000 Monte Carlo replications, and, for each of them, on 1,000 boot-

strap replications.



Table A.4a Bootstrapped p-values for tests for stability in the cointegration relationship between

(log) M1 velocity and (the log of) a short-term rate, based on long-run annual data

I: Tests for stability in:

cointegration vector loading coefficients

Selden- Semi- Selden- Semi-

Country Period Latané log Log-log Latané log Log-log

United States

standard M1 + MMDAs 1915-2016 0.765 0.946 0.542 0.222 0.088 0.189

standard M1 + MMDAs + MMMFs 1915-2016 0.798 0.754 0.710 0.130 0.030 0.513

Adjusting for currency held by foreigners:

standard M1 + MMDAs 1926-2016 0.683 0.962 0.415 0.255 0.261 0.200

standard M1 + MMDAs + MMMFs 1926-2016 0.873 0.777 0.695 0.119 0.185 0.521

United Kingdom 1922-2016 0.441 0.385 0.629 0.522 0.073 0.382

Switzerland 1914-2015 0.939 0.981 0.403 0.103 0.210 0.224

New Zealand 1934-2016 0.654 0.966 0.818 0.079 0.066 0.615

Canada 1935-2006 0.153 0.431 0.444 0.481 0.407 0.234

Australia 1941-1989 0.220 0.479 0.544 0.479 0.155 0.716

Japan 1955-2015 0.582 0.225 0.184 0.931 0.937 0.804

Belgium 1946-1990 0.632 0.521 0.049 0.611 0.286 0.225

Netherlands 1950-1992 0.347 0.484 0.355 0.093 0.798 0.941

Finland 1914-1985 0.213 0.089 0.083 0.485 0.659 0.514
 Based on 10,000 bootstrap replications.



Table A.4b Bootstrapped p-values for tests for stability in the cointegration relationship between (log)

M1 velocity and (the log of) a short-term rate, based on post-WWII quarterly data

I: Tests for stability in:

cointegration vector loading coefficients

Selden- Semi- Selden- Semi-

Country Period Latané log Log-log Latané log Log-log

United States

standard M1 + MMDAs 1959Q1-2016Q4 0.533 0.622 0.976 0.603 0.726 0.857

standard M1 + MMDAs + MMMFs 1959Q1-2016Q4 0.546 0.463 0.653 0.643 0.896 0.675

Adjusting for currency held by foreigners:

standard M1 + MMDAs 1959Q1-2016Q4 0.915 0.545 0.935 0.544 0.663 0.854

standard M1 + MMDAs + MMMFs 1959Q1-2016Q4 0.551 0.487 0.671 0.647 0.887 0.637

United Kingdom 1955Q1-2016Q4 0.558 0.526 0.708 0.379 0.170 0.482

Canada 1967Q1-2016Q4 0.812 0.703 0.973 0.075 0.097 0.066

Australia 1975Q1-2016Q3 0.866 0.656 0.787 0.120 0.839 0.828

Taiwan 1961Q3-2016Q4 0.669 0.787 0.640 0.283 0.772 0.736

South Korea 1964Q1-2017Q1 0.255 0.569 0.609 0.794 0.677 0.827

South Africa 1985Q1-2017Q1 0.102 0.239 0.017 0.657 0.797 0.860

Hong Kong 1985Q1-2017Q1 0.021 0.338 0.069 0.901 0.961 0.962

Mexico 1985Q4-2017Q1 0.009 0.128 0.147 0.634 0.712 0.974
 Based on 10,000 bootstrap replications.



Table A.5 Estimated break dates for Nyblom’s tests for stability for (log) M1 velocity and (the log of) a

short-term rate, and sub-sample estimates

I: Tests for stability in the cointegration vector

Selden-Latané Semi-log Log-log

Break Sub-sample Break Sub-sample Break Sub-sample

Country Period date estimates date estimates date estimates

Belgium 1946-1990 — — — — 1982 ̂
0
1 = [1; -0.712]

0

— — ̂
0
2 = [1; -0.787]

0

Finland 1914-1985 — — 1930 ̂
0
1 = [1; -0.198]

0 1930 ̂
0
1 = [1; -2.692]

0

— ̂
0
2 = [1; -0.319]

0 ̂
0
2 = [1; -3.126]

0

South Africa 1985Q1-2017Q1 — — — — 2008Q2 ̂
0
1 = [1; -0.902]

0

— — ̂
0
2 = [1; -1.038]

0

Mexico 1985Q4-2017Q1 2001Q1 ̂
0
1 = [1; -0.265]

0 — — — —

̂
0
2 = [1; -0.507]

0 — — — —

II: Tests for stability in the loading coefficients

Selden-Latané Semi-log Log-log

Break Sub-sample Break Sub-sample Break Sub-sample

date estimates date estimates date estimates

United Kingdom 1922-2016 — — 1979 ̂01 = [-0.015; 4.744]
0 — —

— ̂02 = [-0.060; 3.015]
0 —

New Zealand 1934-2016 1984 ̂01 = [-0.069; -0.021]
0 1984 ̂01 = [-0.022; -0.363]

0 — —

̂02 = [0.019; 0.346]
0 ̂02 = [0.007; 0.792]

0 — —

Netherlands 1950-1992 1975 ̂01 = [0.152; 1.627]
0 — — — —

̂02 = [-0.034; 2.646]
0 — —

Canada 1967Q1-2016Q4 1983Q4 ̂01 = [-0.028; 0.305]
0 1983Q3 ̂01 = [0.001; 1.244]

0 1983Q4 ̂01 = [-0.022; 0.272]
0

̂02 = [-0.052; 0.281]
0 ̂02 = [-0.009; 1.104]

0 ̂02 = [-0.038; 0.270]
0

 Based on 10,000 bootstrap replications.



Table A.6 Bootstrapped p-values for testing the null hypothesis that

the loading coefficients on the cointegration residual in the VECM are

equal to zero

Loading coefficient for:

velocity short rate

Selden- Semi- Selden- Semi-

Country Period Latané log Latané log

I: Long-run annual data

United States

standard M1+MMDAs 1915-2016 0.049 0.120 0.001 0.002

standard M1+MMDAs+MMMFs 1915-2016 0.004 0.007 0.001 0.003

Adjusting for currency

held by foreigners:

standard M1+MMDAs 1926-2016 0.073 0.155 0.002 0.005

standard M1+MMDAs+MMMFs 1926-2016 0.010 0.013 0.002 0.003

United Kingdom 1922-2016 0.054 0.084 0.002 0.001

Switzerland 1914-2015 0.058 0.142 0.008 0.004

New Zealand 1934-2016 0.191 0.114 0.029 0.040

Canada 1935-2006 0.013 0.113 0.386 0.098

Japan 1955-2015 0.067 0.045 0.222 0.243

Australia 1941-1989 0.221 0.319 0.072 0.203

Belgium 1946-1990 0.024 0.033 0.119 0.038

Netherlands 1950-1992 0.350 0.435 0.054 0.048

Finland 1914-1985 0.215 0.160 0.184 0.151

II: Post-WWII quarterly data

United States

standard M1+MMDAs 1959Q1-2016Q4 0.180 0.089 0.004 0.006

standard M1+MMDAs+MMMFs 1959Q1-2016Q4 0.003 0.004 0.003 0.004

Adjusting for currency

held by foreigners:

standard M1+MMDAs 1959Q1-2016Q4 0.336 0.162 0.011 0.008

standard M1+MMDAs+MMMFs 1959Q1-2016Q4 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002

United Kingdom 1955Q1-2016Q4 0.166 0.420 0.007 0.014

Canada 1967Q1-2016Q4 0.017 0.349 0.000 0.011

Australia 1975Q1-2016Q3 0.013 0.020 0.012 0.020

Taiwan 1961Q3-2016Q4 0.003 0.004 0.122 0.244

South Korea 1964Q1-2017Q1 0.280 0.191 0.000 0.022

South Africa 1985Q1-2017Q1 0.216 0.320 0.085 0.071

Hong Kong 1985Q1-2017Q1 0.045 0.066 0.059 0.085

Mexico 1985Q4-2017Q1 0.356 0.050 0.005 0.012
 Based on 10,000 bootstrap replications.



Table A.7a Estimated loading coefficients on the cointegration residual in the VECM,

with 90 per cent bootstrapped confidence intervals, based on the Selden-Latané specifi-

cation (annual data)

Loading coefficient for:

Country Period velocity short rate

United States

standard M1+MMDAs 1915-2016 -0.056 [-0.109; -0.001] -0.530 [-0.688; -0.379]

standard M1+MMDAs+MMMFs 1915-2016 -0.064 [-0.098; -0.027] -0.488 [-0.635; -0.352]

Adjusting for currency

held by foreigners:

standard M1+MMDAs 1926-2016 -0.054 [-0.111; 0.009] -0.535 [-0.720; -0.353]

standard M1+MMDAs+MMMFs 1926-2016 -0.057 [-0.091; -0.020] -0.483 [-0.645; -0.333]

United Kingdom 1922-2016 0.043 [0.000; 0.084] -0.608 [-0.894; -0.298]

Switzerland 1914-2015 0.030 [0.000; 0.061] -0.198 [-0.325; -0.065]

New Zealand 1934-2016 0.046 [-0.041; 0.130] -0.559 [-0.878; -0.170]

Canada 1935-2006 0.155 [0.046; 0.252] -0.063 [-0.410; 0.283]

Japan 1955-2015 0.038 [-0.004; 0.071] -0.126 [-0.360; 0.202]

Australia 1941-1989 -0.073 [-0.175; 0.117] -0.425 [-0.638; 0.202]

Belgium 1946-1990 0.061 [0.012; 0.106] -0.247 [-0.572; 0.103]

Netherlands 1950-1992 -0.017 [0.081; 0.063] -0.448 [-0.715; -0.011]

Finland 1914-1985 0.017 [-0.019; 0.044] -0.169 [-0.312; 0.271]
 Based on 10,000 bootstrap replications.



Table A.7b Estimated loading coefficients on the cointegration residual in the VECM,

with 90 per cent bootstrapped confidence intervals, based on the Selden-Latané specifi-

cation (quarterly data)

Loading coefficient for:

Country Period velocity short rate

United States

standard M1+MMDAs 1959Q1-2016Q4 -0.009 [-0.026; 0.008] -0.204 [-0.273; -0.143]

standard M1+MMDAs+MMMFs 1959Q1-2016Q4 -0.028 [-0.038; -0.018] -0.177 [-0.239; -0.116]

Adjusting for currency

held by foreigners:

standard M1+MMDAs 1959Q1-2016Q4 0.004 [-0.013; 0.023] -0.160 [-0.227; -0.087]

standard M1+MMDAs+MMMFs 1959Q1-2016Q4 -0.028 [-0.039; -0.018] -0.175 [-0.237; -0.113]

United Kingdom 1955Q1-2016Q4 0.002 [-0.001; 0.005] -0.187 [-0.265; -0.095]

Canada 1967Q1-2016Q4 0.019 [0.005; 0.033] -0.232 [-0.322; -0.137]

Australia 1975Q1-2016Q3 0.008 [0.003; 0.013] -0.189 [-0.288; -0.066]

Taiwan 1961Q3-2016Q4 0.013 [0.009; 0.016] 0.047 [-0.021; 0.100]

South Korea 1964Q1-2017Q1 0.003 [-0.005; 0.011] -0.470 [-0.591; -0.367]

South Africa 1985Q1-2017Q1 0.015 [-0.016; 0.042] -0.207 [-0.297; 0.145]

Hong Kong 1985Q1-2017Q1 0.013 [0.001; 0.021] -0.228 [-0.348; 0.157]

Mexico 1985Q4-2017Q1 0.028 [-0.096; 0.157] -2.791 [-4.109; -1.592]
 Based on 10,000 bootstrap replications.



Table A.8 Bootstrapped p-values for Elliot et al. (1996) unit root tests

Country Sample period p=1 p=2 p=3 p=4

United Kingdom 1992Q4-2016Q4 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.014

Canada 1992Q1-2016Q4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Australia 1994Q3-2016Q3 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.006

New Zealand 1990Q2-2016Q4 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.001

Euro area 1999Q1-2016Q4 0.036 0.240 0.472 0.447

Switzerland 2000Q1-2017Q1 0.125 0.151 0.186 0.141

Denmark 1993Q1-2017Q1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.002

West Germany/Germany 1970Q1-1998Q4 0.001 0.003 0.058 0.018
 Based on 10,000 bootstrap replications.



 
















Figures for Appendix 
 
 








 













Figure A.1a  Results from bivariate structural VECMs for M1 velocity and the short rate: 
                  Impulse-response functions to the permanent shock (based on quarterly data) 
 
  
 



 














Figure A.1b  Results from bivariate structural VECMs for M1 velocity and the short rate: 
                  Impulse-response functions to the permanent shock (based on annual data) 
 
 



 








 

Figure A.2a  Results from bivariate structural VECMs for M1 velocity and the short rate: Scatterplots 
                  of permanent and transitory components of the two series (based on quarterly data) 
 
 



 








 

Figure A.2b  Results from bivariate structural VECMs for M1 velocity and the short rate: Scatterplots 
                  of permanent and transitory components of the two series (based on annual data) 
 
 
 



 









 



Figure A.3  Inflation forecasts at alternative horizons from  
                the ECB’s Survey of Professional Forecasters 
 
 
 



 







 




Figure A.4  The size of the unit root in U.S. inflation, 1984Q1-2017Q4: 
                Results from Cochrane’s (1988) variance ratio estimator 
 
 
 


